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1.
1.1

Introduction & Background
Introduction & Background

The D4 Highway and R7 Expressway PPP Project (the ‘Project’) is regarded by the Government of
Slovakia as a strategic priority for strengthening the country’s importance in the international
transportation network, as well as resolving long-standing transportation issues in the City of
Bratislava and surrounding communities.
The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (the “EBRD” or the “Bank”) is considering
providing financing to the future Concessionaire who will be selected by the Slovak Ministry of
Transport, Construction & Regional Development (MoT) for the Slovak D4 Highway and R7 Expressway
PPP Project. The loan will be used to finance the design, construction, operation and maintenance of
two two-lane sections of the D4 Highway totalling 27 km and three sections of the radial R7
Expressway with a total length of 32 km, plus the relocation the road II/572.
The Project requires properties to be acquired and limited structures to be demolished and therefore
there will be physical and economic displacement of owners, tenants and users of properties. As the
Project involves physical and economic displacement this Land Acquisition & Resettlement Framework
(LARF) has been prepared by the MoT1.
The Národná Diaľničná Spoločnosť, a.s. (NDS) (Legal Department) is the lead organisational unit for
the development and implementation of the LARF. NDS will be responsible for the update of the LARF
and preparation of detailed targeted Resettlement Action Plan(s) (RAP(s)) if situations arise which
trigger this requirement. Following receipt of the Building Permit and confirmation of details of
affected owners, plots and structures requiring to be demolished NDS will update this LARF (and
specifically Section 3 and the entitlements matrix). The Concessionaire has responsibilities for
implementation of provisions within the LARF during construction and operation. The Project
Implementation Unit (PIU) will be responsible for the monitoring of the implementation of the LARF
provisions.
This LARF presents the physical and economic displacement impacts associated with the Project and
the compensation and resettlement principles and responsibilities to ensure that no one affected by
the Project’s implementation is disadvantaged compared to current conditions. As the land
acquisition process is currently under implementation with nearly 67% 2 of Purchase Agreements with
affected owners agreed this LARF summarises:


Affected people and assets, along with a summary of any identified vulnerabilities3 requiring
specific resettlement assistance;



The land and resettlement process to-date and the planned approach to land acquisition
(permanent & temporary), resettlement, compensation and livelihood restoration;

1

With assistance from a team of international and national social consultants.

2

Status at 15/09/15 based on land area and not including Compensation Land.

3

Section 2 presents a summary of the assessment of vulnerabilities per Category of Project Affected Persons/Entities.
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Roles and responsibilities for land acquisition and resettlement going forwards during the Building
Permit, design, construction and operational phases of the Project; and



Focuses on actions required to complete the land acquisition and resettlement process for the
Project in line with EBRD PR5.

1.2

Background

To inform the preparation of the LARF a Social Survey (SS) was undertaken of the Project affected area
during August 2015 to identify the physical and economic displacement impacts of the Project and
review the land acquisition process to date.
The findings and recommendations of the Social Survey have been used to identify the commitments
and actions required during the remaining land acquisition and resettlement process in order to
sufficiently address the physical and economic displacement impacts of the Project and meet the
provisions of EBRD PR5. These commitments and actions, along with other relevant ones, are
presented within Section 8 of this LARF, along with monitoring requirements contained within Section
11.
Following a review of the findings of the SS and the status of the ongoing land acquisition &
resettlement process for the Project it was determined that this framework along with a set of
commitments and actions contained herewith would be used to ensure application of EBRD
requirements under PR5 as it contains:


Provisions to mitigate negative impacts of both physical and economic displacement;



Summary of potential social negative impacts and positive benefits;



Establishes the entitlements of all categories of affected persons/entities, with particular
attention to the needs of the vulnerable;



The land acquisition and resettlement process and compensation & resettlement commitments;
and



The monitoring provisions for the land acquisition and resettlement process prior to construction
and during construction and operational phases.

2.
2.1

Project Description & Context
Summary Project Objectives

The D4 Highway and R7 Expressway PPP Project foresees the construction of the southern part of the
ring road for the City of Bratislava and part of the southern expressway network, linking western and
eastern parts of the Slovak Republic.
The region of Bratislava is ranked as the sixed wealthiest region in the EU, with a GDP per capita of
184% the EU average in 2013, according to Eurostat. As the city capital of Bratislava develops and the
population increases, more and more people are choosing to move to the surrounding villages and to
travel to Bratislava for work.
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There is heavy congestion on the approach to Bratislava, caused by a combination of high international
transit traffic, inadequate local networks and daily commuter congestion. There is also additional
congestion on lower class roads from drivers seeking alternative routes into Bratislava.
The main objectives of the Project include to:
•

reduce pressure on the local transport system;

•

speed up access to the other motorway networks (D4, D1, D2);

•

reduce traffic accidents; and

•

partially reduce traffic in the road network of the catchment areas in Bratislava.

Some of the traffic that congests the approach to Bratislava will be shifted to the proposed D4
Highway. The R7 Expressway will connect traffic between the D1 and D4 highways with ring roads
and radials. This will relieve some sections of existing radial roads through a heavily urbanised area
and will diversify the traffic heading to and from Austria and Hungary.
2.2

Summary Description of the Project

The figure below provides an overview of the Project:
Figure 1 D4 Highway & R7 Expressway Project Sections

The D4 Highway sections included in the Project are part of the Trans-European Transport Network
(TEN-T) totaling 27 km in length, including 8 interchanges and 55 bridges. The two D4 sections are:


Section 1 D4 Jarovce – Ivanka Sever: Section starts at the connection with the D2 highway,
continues by a bridge over the Danube River to where the D4 highway connects to the R7
expressway and ends where it connects to the D1 highway. This section of the route crosses close
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to the village of Jarovce moving through an area of agricultural lands then over the protected and
touristic area of the Danube River and then predominantly through arable land.


Section 2 D4 Ivanka Sever – Rača: Section starts at the intersection of the existing D1 highway
and ends at the “Rača” crossing, where it connects to the II/502 road. The impacted land is
predominantly arable but includes considerable area of vineyards in the northern part of the
section.

The R7 expressway will connect the D4 and D1 highways and will secure access to the city of Bratislava
from the south-east. It will also improve the connection between the industrial zones and urban
districts. The R7 expressway is composed of three sections (below) with a total length of 32 km,
including 5 interchanges and 29 bridges:


Section 3 R7 Prievoz – Ketelec: Section starts with the Prievoz crossing on the route of the D1
highway and ends at the Ketelec crossing through an area with gardens and weekend houses
mostly, with 7 affected structures registered as residential and another 79 affected structures
registered as non-residential needing to be demolished (based on the Zoning Permit data4).



Section 4 R7 Ketelec – Dunajská Lužná: Section starts at the planned Ketelec crossing (R7 with the
D4 highway) and ends at the Dunajská Lužná crossing. The section crosses predominantly through
arable land.



Section 5 R7 Dunajská Lužná – Holice: Section starts at the Dunajská Lužná crossing. The entire
section runs along the left side of the I/63 road and ends at the Holice crossing where it connects
to the Holice – Dunajská Streda road. The section crosses predominantly through arable land.

Relocation of the II/572 road running through Most pri Bratislave is included within the Project and
comprises 2 sections:


Section 6 & 7 II/572 Road Relocation: Originally the scheme was part of the R1 expressway project
and planned over 5 years ago. Following requests by the Municipality of Most pri Bratislave (and
the communities) the road relocation has been included within the D4/R7 Project. The route for
the relocation through agricultural land to the south of the village was decided as part of the
original R1 expressway project planning. To the north of the village there are land use restrictions,
such as an airport, which meant the southern bypass was selected.

2.3

Project Land Use Context

The Zoning Permit issued for the development of the Project indicates that it will result in permanent
land take of just over 677 ha5 and temporary land occupation of approximately 150 ha. These figures
are subject to refinement from data from the Purchase Agreements for the Building Permits (ongoing)
and additional land take adjustments for the Works and detailed design by the Concessionaire. The
route of the Project predominantly crosses through agricultural land with over 88% of the total

4

The numbers of affected plots, owners and structures presented within the LARF are based on the data available at the
time of preparing the LARF. These are predominantly based on the Zoning Permit data along with slight variations where
updated data is available from the ongoing land acquisition and valuation process necessary to achieve the Building Permit.
5

660 ha comprising of Construction Land (578 ha approx.) and Compensation Land (99 ha approx.)
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permanent land take being arable land. The land is mostly in private ownership and is being rented
and operated by large agricultural companies and cooperatives.
Administratively, the route crosses through 25 land registry areas according to the Zoning Permit
documentation. A number of towns and villages are situated in the vicinity of the route, with some of
them being situated closer than 300 m. There are no settlements situated on the route of the road,
except an area of mixed use housing, small businesses and gardens through which Section 3 of the R7
will run. This Section of the route will require 86 of structures to be demolished, including 7 structures
which are registered as residential.
2.4

Summary of Project Physical & Economic Displacement Impacts

The D4/R7 Project does not seem to present major social negative impacts. The Project is beneficial
to the local economy and communities, and general feeling is supportive and welcoming of the
Project. The removal of heavy traffic and commuter traffic from village/settlement centres will
improve the quality of life of these communities and reduce community road safety risks. The bypass
of Most pri Bratislave by the relocation of the II/572 will improve the environment within this
settlement and reduce road safety risks for this community. There are isolated cases where Project
impacts may create local temporary discomfort for some persons, but properly mitigated and
communicated, these cases can be dealt with appropriately.
The construction of the D4/R7 Project will however result in a series of physical and economic
displacement impacts over affected owners, users and communities (also referred to as Project
Affected Persons – PAPs). The potential impacts to PAPs are listed in the table below and presented
per phase of the Project as to when they are expected to occur: Prior to Construction; During
Construction; and During Operation of the road. Following the table, some of the potential impacts
identified during the Social Survey (SS) are described further.
Table 1 Summary of Physical & Economic Displacement Impacts per Phase
Category of PAP

Prior to Construction

During Construction

During Operation

Physical Displacement:
Resident Owners of Assets
(including
residential
structures/weekend
houses)

Loss of weekend or
permanent
residential
houses and assets (that are
not movable)

(It is assumed that the Concessionaire will not temporarily
acquire land which contain structures that are used for
residential purposes that will result in resettlement of
owners/tenants.

Formal & Informal Tenants
of structures used for
residential purposes in
garden areas/on land to be
acquired

Loss of tenancy and assets
(that are not movable that
tenant owns)

If design changes occur which are a) approved and b)
result in permanent acquisition of land which contain
structures that are used for residential purposes then a
detailed targeted RAP will be required to be prepared by
the Concessionaire – See Section 5 on LARF Objectives &
Principles)

Houseboats
Owners/Tenants

Permanent loss of mooring
place for 4-5 houseboats

Temporary loss of mooring
place – for approximately
20 houseboats

Permanent loss of garden
area
and
any

Temporary loss of garden
areas

Increased disturbance to
those
returning
to
temporarily
relocated
moorings.

Economic Displacement:
Garden land owners
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Category of PAP

Prior to Construction

(i.e. Northern section of R7
Section 3)

assets/improvements on
the land owned by them

Garden land users(tenants)
(i.e. gardens near Slovnaft
refinery)

Loss of tenancy agreement
and access to gardening
area

Agricultural land owners

Permanent loss of land

(Agricultural Tenants/Land
Users – see below)

Loss
of
immovable
assets/structures on the
land
(e.g.
fences/barns/livestock
sheds etc.).
Permanent loss of income
(from rent etc.)

During Construction

During Operation

Temporary loss of land (as
identified in Zoning &
Building
Permit
and
agreements sort by NDS)

Reduction in land value due
to restrictions being placed
on land which runs along
the Project road right of
way by MoT

Potential for additional
permanent
and/or
temporary loss of land by
the Concessionaire for the
Works or due to detailed
design changes

Other Land Owners (limited
areas which would be
privately owned – e.g.
natural areas, forestry, etc.)

Loss of land

Agricultural Tenants

Loss of tenancy due to
permananetly
acquired
area of land

Loss of use of land which is
under
temporary
occupation

Loss of crops and other land
based assets owned by
tenants (e.g. vines, trees
etc.).

Damage to crops and other
land based assets owned by
tenants (e.g. vines, trees
etc.)

Loss of business structures
(e.g. workshops, hotel,
shops or similar etc.) and
immovable assets

Loss of business e.g. from
temporary disruption in
access during construction
(e.g.
for
remaining
businesses in Northern part
of Section 3 R7 (next to
mini-hotel))

Businesses

Loss of land resources (e.g.
vines, orchards, etc.)

Loss of land resources (e.g.
vines, orchards, etc.)

Damage to
resources

land-based

For
Agricultural
Land
Owners: Orphan land (a
part of a plot of land that is
to be left over after
acquisition/expropriation)
which is uneconomically
viable for agricultural use

Reduced access if access
roads not sufficient and
increased distubance (e.g.
from noise) for businesses
in Section 3 R7

Potential loss of clients for
food and drink businesses
located along cycle path
along the Danube River
Flood Dam
Loss of possibility of using
the cycle paths during
construction – A number of
the cycle paths will be
crossed by the road Project
and disturbed on a
temporary basis.

Tourists & Recreational
users (e.g. along Danube
River; users of cycle tracks
affected by the Works)

Owners of structures (Not
Resident)

Loss of land improvements
and assets

J102 D4 Highway /R7 Expressway SS
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Category of PAP

Prior to Construction

During Construction

During Operation

structures on land required
by the Concessionaire for
the Works or due to detailed
design changes)

Owners of Compensation
Land for offsetting

Permanent loss of land.
Loss
of
immovable
assets/structures on the
land
(e.g.
fences/barns/livestock
sheds etc.)

Further Description of Expected Impacts
Garden and Residential Area – R7 Section 3
Section 3 of the R7 is the only part of the Project (identified during the SS) which will result in physical
displacement of residents/people. A total of 86 structures will be demolished in this Section of the
Project6, out of which 7 are registered as residential structures and the rest (79) are non-residential
structures (i.e. not registered as residential structures), usually small sheds and temporary
constructions to serve the garden activities. However, a few of these structures that are not registered
as residential are used by owners and tenants a residences or weekend housing. Based on the visits
during the SS, it was concluded though that the majority of these structures in residential use are used
as weekend/recreational houses rather than permanent residencies, with a few of the structures
which are not registered as residential being inhabited by tenants.
There are many abandoned sheds are in the garden areas and there may be homeless people seeking
shelter some times. This is considered a low risk and is a risk that will apply though to all buildings that
will be left empty until the demolition process occurs.
Houseboats – Danube River Crossing in D4 Section 1
The Danube River crossing will have a permanent impact on approximately 4-5 houseboat moorings.
Houseboats at these affected moorings will need to permanently move to a different mooring.
Another 20 houseboats may need to move during construction in order to allow a 100 m construction
safety corridor each side of the route. There are no indications of vulnerability with the houseboat
owners/tenants present during the SS. From the condition of their houseboats many of the owners
appear to have very good livelihoods.
Only a small number of houseboat residents/users are understood to live there permanently while
the majority are weekend/recreational users.
Agricultural Land

6

Only 1 other structure has been identified to be demolished within the rest of the Project, in Section n1 Jarovce to Ivana
Sever.
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Land owners, private individuals or companies will experience loss of land assets but there were no
cases of land dependency and subsistence farming encountered along the route of the Project.
Agricultural activity is carried out at a large scale with large field patterns observed throughout the
area and the area is characterised by generally fertile soils.
Ownership of land is mostly private, and owners either rent to private companies or are associated as
shareholders in agricultural companies, to a degree as a result of co-operative farms being restituted
after the fall of communism.
Agricultural businesses will experience losses of income coming from land taken by the Project, but
these are considered minor compared to the areas that are operated by these companies.
Businesses:
Some business properties will be affected by the Project. One business, a hotel in R7 Section 3 will be
demolished and agreement for compensation has already been reached. In the vicinity of the R7
Section 3 there are number of businesses on Komarnanska Street, next to the hotel, which will not be
demolished and will be left in the middle of the junction. They are currently near busy roads and they
may experience impacts on their businesses during construction works or during operation, if access
to their premises is hampered. Other businesses may be impacted during construction (e.g. two
businesses next to Danube cycling route in D4 Section 1 may experience reduced number of tourists
in the area). Small businesses in the settlements parallel to the proposed R7 Sections 4 and 5 that will
experience traffic diversions are not likely to be impacted by the reduction of drivers as they primarily
serve local communities and occasional tourists. The Project is actually expected to create better
conditions for such small local businesses to flourish once the new road is constructed.
Tourist & Recreational Businesses:
There are two businesses located on the Danube Cycle Route, north and south of the D4 crossing
point, selling food and drinks for tourists visiting the area that may experience reduction of customers
during construction works.
Compensation Land for Offsetting:
Compensation land is required for the offsetting of the loss and impacts to the protected area (i.e. the
Natura 2000 network). This comprises of areas surrounding the Danube and includes protected areas
of the Danube Floodplain. Under the legal framework land for compensation is valued as ‘Agricultural
Land’, whereas land affected by the permanent highway is valued as ‘Construction Land’. Affected
land owners in the area of Čunovo, that will experience a loss of land assets consider that the value of
their property as ‘Agricultural Land’ is smaller than the actual market value. At the time of preparing
the LARF the matter was being evaluated. NDS are in the process of identifying affected land parcels
and confirming owners and undertaking the valuation of the Compensation Land. There are provisions
within this LARF for the process for valuation to be disclosed by NDS and further engagement to occur
with affected owners and the local authorities to discuss the valuation process, compensation options
and offers for their affected properties.
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2.5

Summary of the Assessment of Vulnerabilities of Project Affected Persons/Entities

The Social Survey presented an assessment of the vulnerability/livelihood status of project affected
persons/entities with a focus on whether they could be disproportionately affected by the Project.
The table below presents a summary of findings of this assessment which has been used to inform the
entitlements and actions presented within this LARF.
Definition of Vulnerability
EBRD’s 2014 Environmental & Social Policy define vulnerable groups as “people who, by virtue of
gender identity, sexual orientation, religion, ethnicity, indigenous status, age, disability, economic
disadvantage or social status may be more adversely affected by project impacts than others and who
may be limited in their ability to claim or take advantage of project benefits.”
Vulnerability in the context of this Project has been regarded as those persons who would be
disproportionately affected by the construction and operation of the new roads. For the purposes of
this LARF this may include the following examples7:


Persons that are dependent on land resources and their livelihood is closely connected to
agriculture/land-based livelihoods;



Homeless persons that may be squatting in sheds and small constructions in the abandoned
gardens affected by R7 Section 3;



Informal and formal tenants that currently pay little to no rent for the gardens and constructions
they reside in and that may not be able to support the expenses of a future formal rent contract;



Owners of non-legalised constructions built within the gardens next to the Slovnaft Refinery (R7
Section 3) who are meant to have vacated the area by September 2015 and now have a direct
rental relationship with the new owner of these gardens, the NDS; and



Elderly or disabled persons that are not be able to communicate their concerns and grievances to
the Project easily.

Table 2 Summary of Vulnerability Assessment of PAPs
Category of PAP

Vulnerability/Livelihood Status (finding from SS)

Resident Owners of Assets (including
residential structures/weekend houses)

No cases of vulnerable persons were observed during the SS. Some of the
structures may be second homes and not the permanent residence of the owner.

Formal & Informal Tenants of structures
used for residential purposes in garden
areas/land to be acquired

Some isolated cases of potential informal tenancy were noted during the SS in R7
Section 3. However, interviews during the SS did not revealed any vulnerability of
these persons.

Houseboats Owners/Tenants

No cases of vulnerability were identified during the SS with regard to houseboat
owners/tenants.

Agricultural land owners

No cases of vulnerability were identified during the SS for this category. There seem
to be no cases of vulnerable livelihood dependent agricultural land owners/users
along the route. There are cases where land ownership is unknown and these will
be passed to the Slovak Land Fund.

7

Note: as were demonstrated by the SS findings only a handful of tenants were identified and the risks associated with the
others categories occurring is considered generally as low based on the RRS findings.
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Category of PAP

Vulnerability/Livelihood Status (finding from SS)

Agricultural Tenants/Land Users

No project affected people/businesses on which livelihoods are solely dependent
on small scale agriculture were identified during the SS. No informal agricultural
users of land were identified during SS in Project area.

Garden land owners

No cases of specific vulnerability were identified during the SS.

(i.e. Northern section of R7 Section 3)
Garden land users(tenants)
(i.e. gardens near Slovnaft refinery)

Businesses
(Agricultural Tenants – see below)

No cases of specific vulnerabilities were identified during the SS of the
tenant/garden land users. Potential for squatting may occur in abandoned gardens.
These gardens are rented generally for personal use and there is no dependency
over the land resources (i.e. produce of a scale for personal use).
Generally no informal businesses or businesses with specific vulnerabilities were
identified in the Project affected area. One tenant household in the affected R7
Section 3 area secures income from informal waste recycling activities. However,
they rent the property from a friend and were aware of need to move having been
given reasonable notice. There were no signs of vulnerability issues for this
household identified during the SS or that they would be disproportionately
impacted.

Tourists & Recreational users (e.g. along
Danube River; users of cycle tracks
affected by the Works)

Not applicable

Owners of structures (Not Resident)

No cases of vulnerable persons were observed during the SS.

Owners of Compensation Land for
Offsetting

No indications that the owners are vulnerable.

Vulnerable people or entities are not considered to be generally present in the PAPs, but there may
be specific exceptions which it was not possible to identify during the SS. There are a few
provisions/actions within the LARF (see Section 8) to ensure the specific signs of vulnerability can be
captured as part of the future land acquisition and resettlement process, in addition to proposing
actions for targeted socio-economic surveys by the Concessionaire to implement if they require
additional land which may result in resettlement of owners or tenants.

3.

Information on Affected Land, People and Assets

The information on the affected land area, plots, owners and structures presented within the LARF is
based on the data available at the time of preparing the LARF. These figures do not contain additional
permanent or temporary land take required by the Concessionaire due to approved detailed design
changes and acquired through negotiation to undertake the Works. Figures within the LARF are
predominantly based on the Zoning Permit data along with slight variations where updated data is
available from the ongoing land acquisition and valuation process necessary to achieve the Building
Permit.
The following types of land will be required for the Project – the figures presented within the LARF
cover Types 1 to 3, however ‘Type 4’ land requirements will only be determined at the next stage by
the Concessionaire:
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Type 1

Permanent acquisition of land for construction and operation of the D4 R7 Project –
which is under acquisition by NDS prior to construction. There are also some affected
structures on this land which will need to be demolished (please see Section 3.2 below).

Type 2

Temporary occupation of land for the construction and operation of the D4 R7 Project –
agreements for which are under preparation by NDS prior to construction. There are 2
types of temporary land required:


Temporary Occupation for 3 Years: temporary land agreement for 3 years
occupation.
This land generally runs alongside the permanent
highway/expressway right of way and MoT may place certain ‘permanent’
restrictions on it which will be identified in the Cadastre (e.g. cannot build
certain structures but land may be used for arable purposes etc.); and



Temporary Occupation for 1 Year: temporary land agreement for 1 year
occupation.
This is generally temporary land access required for
movement/installation of utilities along the route.

Type 3

Compensation Land for Offsetting –this is land required to offset the loss/impacts to
Natura 2000 protected sites. NDS are responsible for the acquisition/expropriation
process for this land.

Type 4

Additional land required by the Concessionaire

3.1

Summary of Affected Land, Plots & Owners – Type 1 PERMANENT LAND

Administratively permanent land take is from 24 land registry Cadastre areas. The land to be acquired,
number of plots and owners along with the percentage of contracts signed/close to signature per
Cadastre land registry area as of mid-Sept 2015 is summarised in the table below.
The total area of the plots affected is approximately 578 ha.
The unknown land owners have been identified; these shall pass ultimately to the Slovak Land Fund
(see Section 3.2 & Section 4). There are a number of deceased owners where either an heir is not
known or the inheritance process has not been completed at this stage (or the stage of the Zoning
Permit). The numbers of unknown and deceased owners will alter as the process proceeds as people
will come forward with claims and where inheritance (and other) claims are made this could mean a
plot has a number of owners associated with it. Numbers of cases going to the Slovak Land Fund finally
therefore may alter to that provided within the LARF.
From the SS no informal land users were identified except for a few tenants who are ‘informally’
renting garden areas/properties from the owners, some of which are family members.
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Table 3 Summary Table of Affected Plots, Areas & Owners – Type 1 Permanent Land8
PERMANENT LAND

Project Section/Cadastre Land Area
Area
m2

Jarovce
Rusovce
Podunajské Biskupice
Most Pri Bratislave
Farná
Ivanka Pri Dunaji
Vajnory

232,436
2,667
1,085,051
455,291
1,089,574
63,019
59,124

No. State
Owned No. Privately
No. Plots
Plots Owned Plots

No. Owners
(State &
Private)

No. 'Known' No. Unknown
Owners
Owners
(State &
Private)
Section 1: D4 Jarovce - Ivanka Sever
365
32
333
265
258
7
14
6
8
5
5
0
327
45
282
673
513
160
541
263
278
152
124
28
208
31
177
161
135
27
59
0
59
126
116
10
251
11
240
781
767
15
Section 2: D4 Ivanka Sever - Raca
18
1
17
39
36
3
173
21
152
360
313
47
312
28
285
738
723
15
Section 3: R7 Prievoz - Ketelec
402
204
198
74
44
30
294
66
228
86
73
13
124
15
109
127
106
22
Section 4: R7 Ketelec - Dunajská Lužná
20
18
2
Datafields not available in
46
44
2
timeframe of LARF
162
158
4
196
170
26
Section 5: R7 Dunajská Lužná - Holice

Ivanka Pri Dunaji
Vajnory
Svätý Jur

37,034
108,892
210,988

Nivy
Ružinov
Podunajské Biskupice

168,106
204,947
122,143

Podunajské Biskupice
Rovinka
Nové Košariská
Janošiková

117,018
33,606
90,144
307,876

Janošikova
Šamorin
Kvetoslavov
Bučuhaza
Cukarska Paka
Trnavka
Macov
Blatne na Ostrove
Cefa
Kostolna Gala
Poteho Osada

47,473
36,710
229,977
98,659
86,485
118,895
54,652
153,562
41,954
214,203
16,062

Podunajské Biskupice
Most pri Bratislave

105,514
84,427

57
378

Vrakuňa
Podunajske Biskupice
Totals

30,452
69,920
5,776,861

51
74

No. Deceased
Owners

(Sept-2015)
7
0
12
3
8
10
54

86.42%
40.00%
65.68%
67.11%
63.35%
84.92%
78.49%

2
17
53

84.62%
71.11%
76.69%

1
9
3

22.97%
19.77%
65.35%

Datafields not
available in
timeframe of
LARF

0%
65%
83%
14%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

Datafields not available in timeframe of LARF

Section 6: II/572 Relocation Most pri Bratislave
6
51
215
145
87
291
223
206
Section 7: II/572 Relocation Galvaniho
7
44
143
100
4
70
262
144

Percentage of
Signed Contracts/
Close to Final
Signature

70
25

5
10

55.81%
71.75%

45
118

8
5

57.34%
49.62%

Nearly 67% of Purchase Agreements with affected owners have been completed or were nearing
completion in mid Sept 2015. All the land in connection with R7 Section 5 from Dunajská Lužná to
Holice has already been acquired, over 95% of this is arable land.
According to the information available in the Zoning Permit and the Cadastre the types of affected
land is predominantly arable (over 88%). The table below summarises per Project Section the type of
existing land use affected by this permanent acquisition of land. Over 88% of the land acquired for the
Project is arable land.

8

For Section 5 land acquisition has been generally completed as the Zoning Permit was validated some time ago on
23.10.2013. Within the timeframe of preparing the LARF it was not possible to collate the historical data on this Section.
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Table 4 Type of Land Use Affected by Permanent Land Take
Project Section
Section 1: D4 Jarovce - Ivanka Sever
Section 2: D4 Ivanka Sever - Raca
Section 3: R7 Prievoz - Ketelec
Section 4: R7 Ketelec - Dunajská Lužná
Section 5: R7 Dunajská Lužná - Holice
Section 6: II/572 Relocation Most pri Bratislave
Section 7: II/572 Relocation Galvaniho
Totals per Land Use (ha)
% Land Use Type : Affected Total Land Take
Total Permanent Land Take

3.2

LAND USE AFFECTED BY PERMANENT LAND TAKE
LAND USE/COVER TYPE (Hectares -ha)
Arable
Grassland Gardens
Orchard
Vineyard
Forest
Water
Built-Up
284.9094
2.7709
0.0391
0.0534
0.0000
2.8314
0.0000
1.6313
22.0108
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
12.4011
0.0000
0.1688
0.4209
25.4533
1.7425
2.5351
0.0000
0.0000
1.5483
1.5119
4.5454
52.3981
0.0000
0.0000
0.0011
0.0000
0.4700
0.0000
1.7736
99.4512
0.4527
0.0000
0.0000
0.0780
0.4717
0.0000
6.7424
18.8968
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0973
8.8385
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
1.1987
511.9580
4.9661
2.5742
0.0545
12.4791
5.3214
1.6807
16.4096
88.62%
0.86%
0.45%
0.01%
2.16%
0.92%
0.29%
2.84%
578

Other
6.4807
0.6898
12.1831
0.2216
2.6672
0.0000
0.0000
22.2424
3.85%

Summary of Affected Structures

Based on the Zoning Permit 87 structures will need to be demolished (see table below), these are
predominantly in Section 3 of the R7 (only one non-residential structure will be demolished in Section
1). Out of these, 7 are residential structures and 80 are non-residential structures developed in garden
and mostly used for recreational purposes for the weekends and the evenings; however some of these
properties which are not registered as ‘residential’ may be used for residential purposes. The ongoing
valuation of properties for the Purchase Agreements and Building Permit may identify additional
structures which may need to be demolished. All structures on affected properties will be considered
in the valuation process and compensation offered as part of the Purchase Agreements.
Table 5 Summary of D4/R7 Affected Structures
Total Number of
Structures to be
Demolished

Number of
Residential
structures

Number of Nonresidential
structures

Cadastre Area

No. Structures
Affected

No. Privately
Owned Structures
Affected

No. State Owned
Structures Affected

Section 1: D4 Jarovce – Ivanka Sever

1

0

1

Jarovce
Rusovce
Podunajské Biskupice
Most Pri Bratislave
Farná
Ivanka Pri Dunaji
Vajnory

1

1

Nivy

40

40

Ružinov
Podunajské Biskupice

46

46

Section 3: R7 Prievoz - Ketelec

3.3

86

7

79

87

Total Structures:
7

80

Summary of Affected Land – Type 2 TEMPORARY LAND

Administratively temporary land occupation is from 25 land registry Cadastre areas. Over 150 ha of
land will be temporarily occupied during the construction of the Project, over 60% of this for up to 3
years and the remaining for up to 1 year. Two types of temporary land will need to be occupied during
the construction of the Project with some of this land having restrictions placed on it during operation
of the road. The table below summarises per Project Section per Cadastre area the temporary
occupation of land for which NDS are currently seeking agreements.
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The agreements for permanent and temporary occupation of arable land are understood to include a
mechanism if additional land is used/affected within the same plot for the owner to be compensated.
Table 6 Summary Table of Affected Land– Type 2 Temporary Land
TEMPORARY LAND
Temporary
Occupation
Temporary 1 Year Occupation
Project Section/Cadastre Area
(3 Years) m2
m2
Section 1: D4 Jarovce - Ivanka Sever
Jarovce
197,755
136693
Rusovce
2,670
0
Podunajské Biskupice
190,015
68081
Most Pri Bratislave
63,143
9558
Farná
33,500
11442
Ivanka Pri Dunaji
0
0
Vajnory
0
0
Section 2: D4 Ivanka Sever - Raca
Ivanka Pri Dunaji
3,535
2939
Vajnory
38,419
37478
Svätý Jur
50,022
69458
Section 3: R7 Prievoz - Ketelec
Nivy
72,732
33821
Ružinov
104,852
42330
Podunajské Biskupice
20,750
31430
Section 4: R7 Ketelec - Dunajská Lužná
Podunajské Biskupice
0
3414
Rovinka
0
0
Nové Košariská
0
1035
Janošiková
24,276
23211
Section 5: R7 Dunajská Lužná - Holice
Janošikova
0
746
Šamorin
191
3681
Kvetoslavov
44,363
18769
Bučuhaza
8,513
8031
Cukarska Paka
10,094
2074
Trnavka
31,391
1435
Macov
8,535
1680
Blatne na Ostrove
12,955
18665
Cefa
333
1022
Kostolna Gala
42,416
26091
Poteho Osada
0
3748
Section 6: II/572 Relocation Most pri Bratislave
Podunajské Biskupice
6,673
9619
Studené
0
440
Most pri Bratislave
6,817
23904
Section 7: II/572 Relocation Galvaniho
Vrakuňa
0
10890
Podunajske Biskupice
5,905
25774
Most pri Bratislave
0
1101
Totals
973,950
602,345

3.4

Total Temporary Landtake
334448
2670
258096
72701
44942
0
0
6474
75897
119480
106553
147182
52180
3414
0
1035
47487
746
3872
63132
16544
12168
32826
10215
31620
1355
68507
3748
16292
440
30721
10890
31678
1101
1,576,295

Summary of Affected Land for Offsetting – Type 3 COMPENSATION LAND

‘Compensation Land’ for the offsetting of the loss and impacts to the protected area (i.e. the Natura
2000 network9) is required to be acquired for the Project. This comprises of 9 areas surrounding the
Danube crossing point of the D4 Section 1, see Figure 2 below. Based on available data at the time of
preparing the SS over 200 plots will be affected (including privately owned owners, Slovak State
owned, etc.) and an area of approximately 99 ha. The Compensation Land requirements are

9

The details for the effects on the Natura 2000 network can be found in the D4/R7 Construction Project Non-Technical
Summary (NTS): www.obchvatbratislavy.sk
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summarised in the table below. The largest affected area is part of the Čunovo Municipality. The land
affected is covered by protections such as: Protected bird area of the Danube Floodplains.
Table 7 Summary of Compensation Land – Type 3
COMPENSATION LAND

Project Section/Cadastre
Area

No. of
Affected
Plots

Rusovce

1

Čunovo

56

Čunovo

2

Podunajské Biskupice

67

Kalinkovo

15

Ružinov

Čunovo
Nové Košariská
Kalinkovo
Total Affected Plots
Total Affected Land Area
ha

No.
No. Mixed
Affected No. State
Privately
Ownership
Land
Owned
Owned
Plots (State
Area m2
Plots
Plots
& Private)
KO-1: Kompenzačné opatrenie 1
74,659
0
1
0
KO-2: Kompenzačné opatrenie 2

No.
Owners
(State &
Private)

No.
'Known'
Private
Owners

No.
Unknown
Owners

2

2

0

90,333
2
49
KO-3: Kompenzačné opatrenie 3
89,109
0
2
KO-4: Kompenzačné opatrenie 4
393,774
7
60
KO-5: Kompenzačné opatrenie 5
96,795
1
13
KO-6: Kompenzačné opatrenie 6

0

81

66

13

0

2

2

0

0

47

11

34

1

29

14

13

17

20,000

0

17

3

1

19
28
4

KO-7: Kompenzačné opatrenie 7
123,571
5
14
96,645
0
28
8,487
4
0
209

0
0
0

60
32
1

56
32
1

0
0
0

13

3

99.34

Note: KO-7 contains 3 areas of land to be acquired – 1 on the east side of the Danube River and 2 on
the west side of the Danube River – see Figure 2.
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Figure 2 Compensation Land
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3.5

Additional land required by the Concessionaire – Type 4

There are 2 main types of land that may be additionally required by the Concessionaire to that
identified at this stage within the LARF:
Type 4 (a)
Additional temporary occupation of land for the Works during construction –
additional temporary land which the Concessionaire requires will have to be secured by agreement by
the Concessionaire; and
Type 4 (b)
Additional permanent acquisition of land due to detailed design changes – the
Concessionaire may identify additional permanent land required due to changes in the detailed
design. If these changes are approved then the Concessionaire will have to formally request NDS (on
behalf of the MoT) to acquire this additional permanent land10.
The LARF contains requirements and commitments in relation to the Concessionaire and additional
land requirements they may require and/or identify.

4.

Legal & Regulatory Framework

The Project will meet the requirements and standards of national legislation and EBRD policies,
notably EBRD Performance Requirement 5 on Land Acquisition, Involuntary Resettlement and
Economic Displacement. The following Section summarises the national legislative and EBRD
requirements and Annex 2 presents the gaps between them.
4.1

Slovak Legislative Framework

Expropriation Law: The Slovak Republic expropriation procedure is governed by the Building Code (Act
No. 50/1976 Coll.) and covers the transfer of titles for land or a structure, restriction of asset owners’
rights over land or a structure, or creation/cancellation or restriction of easement over land or a
structure.
Public Interest: Expropriation can only be undertaken for projects that are in the public interest and
this must be justified in the Zoning Permit application generally.
Transport Sector Special Laws: For the transport sector there are a specially developed and
implemented legislation designed to speed-up the expropriation process to facilitate the construction
of motorway and roads that are in the Public Interest. The key regulation being Law No. 669/2007
Coll.: Special regulation concerning expropriation pursuant to one- off extraordinary measures in
preparation of certain motorway and expressway projects. The types of projects covered by this
legislation are described in an annex within the legislative documentation. The D4/R7 Project is a
Project covered by this legislation.
The key differences between the general expropriation law (No. 50/1976 Coll.) and the Transport
sector specific regulation (No. 669/2007) are:

10

There may also be land associated with this permanent land take which may need to be temporarily occupied or have
restrictions placed on it by MoT.
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The State is able to obtain a pre-emptive right to purchase land and a structure so that after the
Zoning Permit is issued, the owner cannot sell the asset to a third-party;



The value of compensation for an asset stated in the Draft Purchase Agreement is calculated to
be 20% higher than the amount that they would otherwise be entitled to, if the project was not
covered by this sector-specific legislation, which aims to incentivise owners to sell land by
amicable agreement and reduce the potential for legal appeals;



The State must pay compensation to asset owners within a shorter time period of days, from the
date of the expropriation decision. This is typically faster than the time stated by Building
Authorities under the general legislation;



Additional assistance is provided for relocation, such as covering expenses of moving household
items to a new location; and



For formal residential owners who are displaced the State will pay the displaced person a rental
fee for temporary housing for a maximum period of 18 months, until they have moved to their
new location.

Expropriation Process:
The expropriation process is undertaken in parallel to the Zoning and Building Permit process, this is
outlined in the table below. The Developer/Expropriator (i.e. NDS is managing the process on behalf
of MoT in this instance) will initially try and achieve acquisition of the land by negotiation and
agreement with the owner prior to enacting the expropriation process.
Table 8 Summary of Expropriation Process
Stage of Land
Acquisition Process

Activities/Notes:

Prior to obtaining a Zoning Permit (parallel to the Project Feasibility Study & EIA stage)
 Initial zoning and determination of land areas required for acquisition; determination of affected
land plots and structures.
 Expropriator procures a real estate valuation expert. The expert prepares necessary information for
Zoning Permit – including a list of objects identified for demolition.
Contained within the Zoning Permit:
 Public Interest justification.
 Identification of land areas and affected land plots and structures. List of Objects for demolition.
Prior to obtaining a Building Permit (before the Project Detailed Design stage)
1. Attempt to achieve  Preparation of geometrical maps and documents for the Draft Purchase Agreements, among other
negotiated settlement
items (legal entitlements only).
 Notifications and meetings with affected land owners.
 The expert prepares a plot/real estate valuation report and other documentation required to
determine compensation price in accordance with one of the approved methodologies (expert
opinion is provided after the issuance of the Zoning Permit so additional objects/structures for
demolition to those identified in the Zoning Permit may be identified). The valuation is carried out
pursuant to the Ministry of Justice of the Slovak Republic Edict No. 492/2004 Z. z. on assessment of
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Stage of Land
Acquisition Process

Activities/Notes:
common price of property, and with an additional 20% incentive applied as stipulated under No.
669/2007 Coll.
 Attempt to acquire affected land through negotiated settlement. Developer proposes a Draft
Purchase Agreement covering land and structures (& improvements to land) to the affected owner
to consider and respond to within 15 days.
 If the asset owners does not agree with the proposed compensation in the Draft Purchase
Agreement then they are able to obtain their own expert valuation report and can use this to seek
additional compensation as part of the negotiated settlement11.
 If the owner is willing to voluntarily sell their asset the Purchase Agreement is signed and
expropriation is avoided.
 The land register office issues a positive decision on land acquisition and a record is updated in the
Cadastre Land Register, thereby confirming the access to land by a new owner once payment is
made.
 The payment of the purchase price is, according to the agreement proposal, is proposed to occur
within 60 days from the land register's delivery of a decision on ownership registration approval
and after a written notification of the bank account number.
 If the owner cannot agree on the terms of the compensation with the Developer/Expropriator,
then the expropriation process can start.

2.
Involuntary  Expropriator can initiate the expropriation procedure (i) if an amicable agreement is not reached as
expropriation procedure
per above; (ii) if the affected party fails to respond within the required time; (iii) if no owner of a
parcel is registered in the official records or the owner cannot be identified, at which stage the
(if
negotiated
Slovak Land Fund is involved (see below).
settlement fails)
 ‘Oral Hearing’ of parties (owners and Expropriator) is organised by the Building Authority which is
advertised a minimum of 15 days before and objections are taken. Before the date of the oral
hearing, the owner has the opportunity to raise an objection against expropriation and should make
a written submission to the Building Authority indicating the grounds of their objection and provide
details of their own valuation.
 During the Oral Hearing the following is examined with the owner present:
o The purpose and justification for the expropriation, including whether the project requiring
expropriation is in the Public Interest, and whether the extent of expropriation has been minimised
to the extent possible;
o That purchase of the land and/or structure cannot be achieved by voluntary sale in discussion with
the owner;
o The extent to which the Project is compliant with national/regional/municipal Zoning Plans; and
o The scope of expropriation to ensure that where the expropriation has the potential to result in
land parcels that are small in size, the entire land parcel will be expropriated should the land owner
wish this to be the case. The aim is to avoid the creation of small land parcels that may not be
economically viable for a building structure or for agricultural use in the future12.

11

A valuation report typically costs EURO 150-300. However, those who quality for free legal assistance are eligible to seek
their own expert valuation without any cost being incurred. Free legal assistance is provided to those receiving the Material
Needs Allowance.
12

See footnote Error! Bookmark not defined.
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Stage of Land
Acquisition Process

Activities/Notes:
 Relevant Building Authority decides on expropriation after the Oral Hearing (generally within 30
days). Relevant authority issues a positive decision on land expropriation, thereby confirming the
access to land by a new owner. Expropriation decision may be subject to appeal procedure and
judicial review. If the expropriation decision is confirmed, the ownership rights are transferred to a
new owner, thereby granting land access. If the expropriation decision is not confirmed, the
expropriation procedure is resumed from the beginning.

Compensation/Valuation13: A valuation survey is completed during the application for a Building
Permit by a registered expert who is independent and their activities are regulated by the Ministry of
Justice. To determine the value of compensation eligible to the owner applicable market rates are
used. The market price reflects the price of an identical parcel of land or structure at that time which
is in a similar condition. A consistent set of standards and unit rates are used across the Slovak
Republic, which includes the application of land valuation maps. The valuation includes structures that
are permitted and improvements to lands/assets that are not-permitted. There is generally a
difference in valuation between permitted and non-permitted structures as permitted structures are
generally of higher quality necessary to meet the Building Codes.
Under the Slovak legal framework the owner has the following resettlement options, however for this
Project only cash compensation is offered by NDS as they are not able under their constitution to
purchase or acquire land for resettlement and therefore cannot offer generally a like-for-like solution:


Cash compensation for land and/or structures/assets lost at market value (see Section 5 for more
details specific to this Project);



Cash compensation for the value of replacement crops where land is being used for agricultural
purposes; and



The provision of like-for-like land and/or structure under agreement with the owner.

For transport projects under the regulation No. 669/2007 Coll. landowners receive an incentive to
voluntarily sell their land and assets by obtaining an additional 20% on top of the expert’s valuation.
The increased price may also be paid after the expropriation procedure has started if an amicable
agreement is achieved.
Unknown & Deceased Land Owners – Slovak Land Fund: For the land that will be acquired where
landowners are unknown or deceased, the Expropriator (i.e. NDS for this Project) will start an
expropriation process. Since they cannot negotiate with the owner and make an offer of the
compensation, they will deposit the money for the acquired land at the Slovak Land Fund. The
valuation methodology within the expropriation process is done also by an expert opinion report
based on the same process as for known land owners.
For the deceased owners, if inheritance is done before starting the expropriation process, the rightful
owner will receive the same compensation as the known landowners if they voluntarily sell the
land/assets. The Developer/Expropriator (i.e. NDS in this case) is directly communicating and
13

Details on the Project specific valuation process are provided in Chapter 5 below.
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negotiating with legal inheritors and offering them the necessary time to prepare the ownership
transfer papers.
For the unknown owners, after the expropriation process is started any person who is able to prove
that they are the legal owner of land (or have a legal claim to the land) will be able to obtain the legal
compensation for the land acquired in the coming 10 years from the Slovak land Fund.
Cut-off date: A cut-off-date is not explicitly referred to under Slovak legislation, however generally
the date of validity of the Zoning Permit is used.
Socio-Economic Surveys/Census and Inventory of Affected Land & Property: Completion of a socioeconomic survey and census specifically associated with land expropriation is not explicitly required
under the Slovak legislation; Environmental Impact Assessments (under Law No. 24/2006 Coll.)
contain some social baseline and impact assessment information which can be available to inform the
land acquisition process. The valuation report prepared by the expert which is the basis to the
compensation offered in the Draft Purchase Agreement acts as a detailed land and asset inventory.
Ownership of Land & Structures: Slovak law permits ownership of a land plot to be independent of,
and different from, ownership of a structure erected on that land plot where there is the agreement
of the land owner14.
Resettlement Assistance to Vulnerable People: There are no specific provisions under law to provide
assistance to vulnerable groups. Resettlement assistance is provided for relocation under Law No.
669/2007, such as covering expenses of moving household items to a new location.
Legal Assistance: Free legal assistance during expropriation is available to persons who receive
Material Needs Allowance.
Informal Occupants & Land Users: The Slovak legislation provides generally compensation to those
who have formal legal rights over land or structures. Informal land rights are not generally recognised
except that the valuation process (which is being applied by NDS – see Section 5) does value
structures/improvements to land which are not permitted.
4.2

EBRD Requirements

EBRD requirements pertaining to land acquisition and displacement, relevant for this Project can be
summarised as follows:


to avoid or, when unavoidable, minimise, involuntary resettlement by exploring alternative
project designs; measures to mitigate adverse impacts on displaced persons and host
communities6 should be carefully planned and implemented;



to mitigate adverse social and economic impacts from land acquisition or restrictions on affected
persons’ use of and access to land by: (i) Providing compensation for loss of assets at replacement
cost , prior to taking possession of acquired assets; and (ii) Ensuring that resettlement activities
are implemented with appropriate disclosure of information, consultation, and the informed
participation of those affected;

14

For this Project NDS have identified only 1 possible case of this issue being present.
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to restore or, where possible, improve the livelihoods and standards of living of displaced persons,
including those who have no legally recognisable rights or claims to the land (present in the
project affected area at the time of the cut-off date), to pre-project levels and support them during
the transition period;



to make special provisions for assisting disadvantaged or vulnerable individuals or groups (present
in the project affected area at the time of the cut-off date) that may be more adversely affected
by displacement than others and who may be limited in their ability to claim or take advantage of
livelihood assistance and related development benefits;



to establish a grievance mechanism to receive and address in a timely fashion specific concerns
about compensation and relocation that are raised by displaced persons, including a recourse
mechanism designed to resolve disputes in an impartial manner.

The above list is only a summary of the main EBRD PR 5: Land Acquisition, Involuntary resettlement &
Economic Displacement (2014) requirements and the full text of the policy is at
http://www.ebrd.com/news/publications/policies/environmental-and-social-policy-esp.html.
4.3

Gaps Analysis between Slovak Legislation & EBRD Requirements

The key gaps between the national legislation of the Slovak Republic and EBRD’s PR5 relevant for this
Project are identified in Annex 2 along with a summary of proposed measures to bridge these gaps.
The entitlements matrix presented in Section 7 and the commitments & actions summarised in Section
8 also contain measures to bridge some of these gaps.

5.

Land Acquisition & Resettlement Process

This Section contains a summary of the status of the process for land acquisition and resettlement for
the Project and Project specific protocols/processes that the LARF would seek to disclose. Roles and
responsibilities for the land acquisition and resettlement process being undertaken by NDS in
connection to the Zoning and Building Permits and any subsequent process connected to land
required by the Concessionaire is also outlined below in 5.2.
5.1

Status of Land Acquisition & Resettlement Process

The land acquisition process is being undertaken by NDS on behalf of MoT. The process is following
the legal process outlined in Table 8 above.
The process related to permanent land acquisition is approximately 67% complete (at Sep 2015 –
based on area and not including Compensation Land) with 100% land already acquired for certain
sections such as the R7 Section 5: Dunajská Lužná – Holice. Temporary agreements (i.e. lease/rental
contracts for temporary occupation) for land are also being prepared by NDS and are progressing well.
Below is a summary of the Project specific protocol for: the ‘Valuation Process’ applied for the Project
for the key types of land & assets affected; the ‘Inheritance Process’; and ‘Land Access’
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5.2

Project Valuation Processes

The valuation process for land acquisition and expropriation is done in line with the provisions of laws
No. 669/2007 and No. 492/ 2004 which contains the valuation method for properties. The following
paragraphs focus on the valuation methodology that is applicable to the land acquisition process in
the specific case of D4/R7 Road Project.
Since the Cadastre register of the Slovak Republic is well established, the NDS has managed to identify
the affected land plots and the majority of landowners in the project area. Unknown (& deceased)
owners of plots are passed to the Slovak Land Fund (see Section 4.1 above). NDS have used authorised
experts for the valuation process in line with national regulations. This has to be done based on market
values, as indicated above. However, land affected by the route is valued as ‘Construction Land’ (see
under Table 9 the entry on ‘Compensation Rates & Entitlements’). The compensation offered by NDS
in the Purchase Agreements has an additional 20 % incentive on top of the expert’s valuation.
The valuation methodology for temporary land take is done in line with Law 492/2004 (according to a
standard formulae15).
5.2.1

Valuation process for residential and non-residential building/structures

In the Project context currently there are 87 structures that need to be demolished (see Section 4).
Special accredited expert evaluators will prepared valuation reports on all the structures that are
situated on the land that needs to be acquired permanently. The report will focus on all the aspects
related to the residential buildings and other buildings or auxiliary structures situated on land that
needs to be acquired.
Non- residential structures that have been identified by NDS are still under evaluation and there may
be cases where permanent residents are living in some of these structures (houses) that are currently
considered as non-residential structures. In this case, NDS will treat these specific cases as residential
buildings.
The valuation report used to inform the Purchase Agreement will include, beside a narrative part,
photos and evaluation methodological considerations, the costs estimates for many aspects,
including: type of building (apartment, house, wooden/metal shelter, cottage etc.); fences; water
wells; connection to water; connections to sewage; sewage treatment facilities (if any); connection to
electricity; concrete surfaces / paved areas; gates; land use & land –based resource; and trees/crops
etc.
5.2.2

Valuation process for compensation of agricultural land (affected by the Project route)

Most of the affected land in the project area is agricultural land. Provisions for valuation of agricultural
land are included in Law 492/2004. The private land owners of the agricultural land are entitled to
15 〖VŠH〗_NPMJ

= 〖VŠH〗_POZMJ* [(〖(1+k)〗^n*k)/(〖(1+k)〗^(n )-1)]* k_(N ) (Euro/m2, year): VŠHPOZMJ – the market value
of land per unit (EURO/ m2); K – interest rate, which is populated with the calculation in decimal form (% / 100) (deposits of
persons or companies bounded for 1, 2 or more than 2 years in commercial banks, average per year; no interest rate of ECB);
kN - coefficient taking into account the tax burden on income tax equal to (N+100)/100, where N reflect the costs associated
with the achievement of gross income (income tax percentage ) (19 or 22%); and n - during the expected return of investment
typically range 15-40 years, depending the economic, position and physical factors.
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compensation for loss of land. In order to be able to establish the correct value of compensation, NDS
has prepared valuation reports for different type of land use. In the case of agricultural land, the
valuation methodology is the same as for the other types of land and it is valued as ‘Construction Land’
where is it affected by the route of the Project. Landowners are entitled to the 20% incentive on top
of the expert valuation if they voluntarily sell the land.
Usually, large companies are tenanting and working the agricultural land. During the Social Survey it
was identified field patterns were generally large and that they are often leased by a number of private
owners ‘together’ to different agricultural companies. NDS has contacted the large agricultural
companies that are working the land in the project area and informed them about their rights and
obligations.
Since the agricultural companies are leasing the land, they are only entitled for compensation for crop
losses, if the loss arises. At the time of preparing the LARF agricultural companies have been informed
that they can still crop affected land in 2015 but not from 2016. If any crops are be affected by the
Works, affected tenants will be entitled to compensation for the crop losses. The valuation for crop
losses is done by a specialised expert evaluator.
5.2.3

Valuation process for businesses

Along the D4/R4 route there are a few businesses that will be permanently affected by the Project
(e.g. mini-hotel in the route of the R7 Section 3).
According to Law 492/2004 on valuation methodologies for properties, there are several valuation
methods that can be used for business valuations. Among these are the: equity method, business
method, combined method, liquidation method and comparison method. These methods are
considered in the valuation reports for the Project for affected businesses. After the valuation report
is provided, NDS contact the affected business owners and make them a direct offer for buying the
property by the Draft Purchase Agreement.
5.2.4

Valuation process for Compensation Land (for Natura 2000 areas)

Compensation land is required for the offsetting of the loss and impacts to the protected area (i.e. the
Natura 2000 network) – see Figure 1 above and Section 3.4. This comprises of areas surrounding the
Danube and includes protected areas of the Danube Floodplain.
The valuation methodology for the Compensation Land affected properties is done according to law
No. 492/2004. Under the legal framework land for compensation is valued as ‘Agricultural Land’,
whereas land affected by the permanent highway is valued as ‘Construction Land’. NDS are in the
process of identifying affected land parcels confirming owners and undertaking the valuation of the
Compensation Land. There is a commitment within this LARF (see Section 8) that the process for
valuation will be disclosed by NDS and they will engage with affected owners and the local authorities
to discuss the valuation process, compensation options and the offers for their properties.
5.3

Inheritance Process

In case a person has a legal claim, such as inheritance, over the land that needs to be acquired (either
permanently or for temporary occupation) for the Project that person has to provide their inheritance
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property papers and after this they can submit a claim for compensation at NDS. NDS have prepared
an information leaflet on the inheritance process and provided to all interested persons on request.
This can be requested from NDS (see Contact Details – Section 12).
A summary of the inheritance process is provided below:


Claimant first have to collect all the documents that they have about the land ownership, and then
address the Cadastre register and ask for a deed in which they register ownership which is in
favour of her/his relative.



After this, the Claimant should file an official request for inheritance to the local Court of Justice.
Only after receiving the final decision of inheritance from this Court can the Claimant go to NDS
to submit a claim the compensation for their land.

5.4

Project Land Access Protocol

Access to land cannot occur until payment of compensation has occurred to the affected owner. Land
access to land (permanent and temporary) needs to be secured and handed to the Concessionaire by
NDS to commence the Works.
The Purchase Agreements contain a provision for 60 days’ notice from the date of signature which
allows for the cadastre registration and approval process. There are also provisions to allow the
affected party to remain in the property (or using the land e.g. for agricultural purposes) and that they
will be given 2 months’ notice to move. There are also relevant provisions implemented by NDS in
relation to notifying agricultural owners and tenants when they can continue to farm until and
avoiding the situation where crops are planted but the land has to be vacated between March and
October prior to harvesting of crops. However, the Entitlements Matrix in Section 7 does include a
provision for loss of crops etc. Lease/Rental Contracts for temporary occupation being prepared also
contain the relevant provisions noted above.
5.5

Summary of Roles & Responsibilities for Land Acquisition & Resettlement

The key roles and responsibilities for the land acquisition and resettlement process for the Project are
summarised below:


The Ministry of Transport, Construction and Regional Development (MoT) will provide the
necessary financing resources for the process of land acquisition and compensation for the
construction of the D4/R7 Road Project.



The National Highways Company (NDS) is responsible for the process of permanent and
temporary land acquisition (including of assets/structures on that land), which includes
identification of properties and owners, management of valuation, negotiation and concluding
the agreements. In the event of not reaching an amicable agreement with the land owners, the
NDS can resort to expropriation.



Authorised experts have to prepare the valuation reports used for the Draft Purchase
Agreements, these comprise of detailed land & asset inventories and consider both permitted and
unpermitted structures with all assets on the property being valued in line with national guidance.
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The Concessionaire may require other land temporarily during the construction which they will
have to negotiate by agreement themselves. However, if the Concessionaire proposes design
changes which are approved and require additional permanent land take then NDS would need
to be requested to acquire this additional permanent land.

6.
6.1

LARF Objectives & Principles
Objectives of the LRF

The objectives of the Project’s LARF are to present the physical and economic displacement impacts
associated with the Project, identify the project affected persons/entities (PAPs) and the
compensation and resettlement principles and responsibilities to ensure that no one affected by the
Project’s implementation is disadvantaged by its implementation compared to current conditions.
The LARF presents the commitments and actions required during the remaining land acquisition and
resettlement process in order to address sufficiently the physical and economic displacement impacts
on these PAPs in line with national requirements and EBRD PR5.
6.2

LARF Principles

Key principles which underpin the LARF are as follows, these should be read in conjunction with
assumptions made in defining the Entitlements Matrix (see Section 7.1):


Resettlement and compensation of affected persons/entities shall be carried out in accordance
with the applicable Slovakian legal framework and EBRD`s Environmental and Social Policy
Performance Requirement 5 (2014). In the case of inconsistency between national legislation
and EBRD requirements, the higher standards will be adopted.



Both, loss of land (physical displacement) and loss of livelihoods (economic loss, i.e. “economic
displacement”) shall be taken into account and mitigated within the LARF.



Short-term impacts related to temporary occupation of land for construction purposes may also
entail compensations or other assistance to affected persons.



Entitlements of all categories of Project Affected Persons/Entities will be established.



Methods will be used to value affected assets or resources, or the access thereto, and livelihood
impacts, involving authorised experts who are independent qualified parties.



Affected properties shall be compensated in cash and resettlement assistance will also be
provided where identified in the Entitlements Matrix.



Livelihoods and standards of living of affected persons shall be improved or at least restored to
the level prior to project related displacement, in as short a period as possible.



All owners, occupants/tenants and users of affected structures and land at the time of the cutoff date (i.e. validity of Zoning Permit), whether with or without fully recognised ownership rights,
are eligible for compensation and assistance as specified in the Entitlements Matrix in the LARF.
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The Slovak Land Fund will be utilised to provide a mechanism for 10 years from the agreement
date with the Fund to compensate persons with recognisable rights to land and property where
owners are unknown and/or deceased.



Compensation shall be paid to PAP provided prior to any relocation or access to land.



MoT will fund compensation and any resettlement activities established in the LARF in connection
to land and resettlement activities for the Project permanent right of way and temporary land
occupation as identified in the Zoning & Building Permits. The Concessionaire will be required to
fund activities in relation to securing additional temporary access and occupation of land which
they identify additionally for them to undertake the Works which are not contained within the
Zoning & Building Permit.



All transactions to acquire land rights, as well as compensation measures and relocation activities
will be documented.



Affected persons and communities (including vulnerable groups and individuals) will be consulted
to facilitate their early and informed participation in decision-making processes related to
resettlement and ensure that acquisition and compensation activities are implemented with
appropriate disclosure of information and consultation.



A grievance management mechanisms will be established for the Project by NDS, MoT and the
Concessionaire. It is assumed that these parties will work together to ensure the appropriate
party deals with land acquisition and resettlement related grievances.



NDS and the Concessionaire will establish appropriate procedures to monitor and evaluate their
responsibilities in the implementation of the LARF and corrective actions will be taken as
necessary. A Project Implementation Unit (PIU) will be established and part of their remit will be
to monitor Concessionaire’s implementation of relevant provisions of the LARF.

7.
7.1

Eligibility & Entitlements
Eligibility Categories & Criteria

Based on the SS and the Zoning Permit the following categories of Project Affected Persons (PAPs)
have been defined:


Resident Owners of Assets (including residential structures/weekend houses)



Formal & Informal Tenants of structures used for residential purposes in garden areas/land to be
acquired



Houseboats Owners/Tenants



Agricultural land owners



Garden land owners & tenants (i.e. R7 Section 3)



Businesses



Agricultural Tenants/Land Users



Tourists & Recreational users (e.g. along Danube River; users of cycle tracks affected by the Works)
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Owners of structures (Not Resident)



Owners of Compensation Land for offsetting

All these categories will be impacted either permanently or temporarily due to construction and
operation of the new D4/R7 road project. PAPs who owned, occupied and/or used the project
affected land at the relevant cut-off are entitled to compensation, livelihood restoration and
assistance as outlined in the Entitlements Matrix contained in Section 7.3. This includes provisions for
those with: formal legal rights – such as owners of land recorded in the Cadastre; formal legal claims
– such as legal heirs of deceased owners; and those with no formal legal rights to the land and/or
structures they occupy at the cut-off date - however no informal land users have been identified except
for a few tenants who are ‘informally’ renting garden areas/properties from the owners, some of which
are family members.
Eligibility Cut-off Date for Route Sections:
The cut-off date for the Project has been established as the date of validity of the Zoning Permits. This
varies between the route sections and is presented below:


Section 1 D4 Jarovce – Ivanka Sever: Zoning Permit validity date 02.01.2015



Section 2 D4 Ivanka Sever – Rača: Zoning Permit validity date 24.11.2014



Section 3 R7 Prievoz – Ketelec – Zoning Permit validity date 02.01.2015



Section 4 R7 Ketelec – Dunajská Lužná – Zoning Permit validity date 27.06.2014



Section 5 R7 Dunajská Lužná – Holice – Zoning Permit validity date 23.10.2013



Section 6 II/572 Road Relocation Most pri Bratislave – Zoning Permit validity date 15.12.2014



Section 7 II/572 Road Relocation Galvaniho: Zoning Permit validity date 15.12.2014

These dates are disclosed by NDS & MoT
http://www.obchvatbratislavy.sk/en/historia-projektu
7.2

on

the

following

website

link:

Entitlement Assumptions

The following assumptions have been considered when defining the Entitlement Matrix outlined in
Section 7.3 and the commitments and actions contained in Section 8:


No cases of vulnerable persons have been identified, except for some isolated cases of potential
tenants located in the proximity of the R7 Section 3.



It is assumed that the Concessionaire will not temporarily acquire land where residential
structures are present. If design change results in permanent land which affect structures then
the Concessionaire will be required to undertake socio-economic surveys to inform the
compensation and resettlements assistance to ensure the provisions of the LARF are met – this
commitment is contained within Section 8.



Impacts on cycle routes during construction period will be minimised and alternative cycling
routes and/or provisions will be identified by the Concessionaire and timely information will be
offered to users of the cycle tracks.
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All tenants that are legally renting either land or structures have received information related to
the Project a reasonable period before construction starts and their renting contracts have been
cancelled.



Access to remaining proprieties, including businesses, during the construction period will be
maintained and disturbance minimised by the Concessionaire. Generally minimising the
disturbance to the surrounding area during the construction works will be a priority of the
Concessionaire.
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7.3

Entitlements Matrix

Table 9 Entitlements Matrix for PAPs
Category of Project
Affected
Persons
(PAP)

Type of Loss/Impact

Entitlements

Notes: including assumptions, comments on compensation arrangements, other
mitigations, responsibilities etc.

Cash compensation based on market valuation of
houses/structures, land and other immovable
assets + 20% of valuation. Land valued as
‘Construction Land’.

20% incentive applied if negotiated amicable agreement achieved.

Project Planning – Prior to Construction:
Resident Owners of
structures/assets
(including residential
structures/weekend
houses)

Loss of weekend or
permanent residential
houses and assets (that
are not movable)

NDS prepare a valuation report and based on this conduct direct negotiations with
each owner and prepare a Purchase Agreement. If no agreement is reached, then NDS
can start the expropriation procedure. In this case, the owner will lose the 20% extra
on their property value.
If landowner is deceased or unknown, NDS will transfer the compensation money to
the Slovak Land Fund and owners can access this after proving their ownership rights.

Formal & Informal
Tenants of structures
used for residential
purposes in garden
areas/land to be
acquired

Loss of tenancy and
assets (that are not
movable that tenant
owns)

Assistance in moving to social housing and access
to social services, if case.

Houseboats owners/
tenants

Permanent loss of
mooring place for 4-5
houseboats

Provide replacement mooring.

Water Authorities should provide support to MoT/NDS by offering replacement
mooring and undertaking communication with houseboats owners.

Garden land owners

Permanent loss of
garden area and any
assets/improvements
on that land owned by
them

Cash compensation based on market valuation of
land and other immovable assets + 20% of
valuation. Land valued as ‘Construction Land’.

20% incentive applied if negotiated amicable agreement achieved

J102 D4 Highway /R7 Expressway SS LARF

NDS to cooperate with Municipalities in the specific area and engage with remaining
tenants.
Assumes Tenant given reasonable notice to vacate property by owner.

NDS prepare a valuation report and based on this to conduct the direct negotiations
with each owner and prepare a Purchase Agreement. If no agreement is reached,
then NDS can start the expropriation procedure. In this case, the owner will lose the
20% extra on their property value.
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Category of Project
Affected
Persons
(PAP)

Type of Loss/Impact

Entitlements

Notes: including assumptions, comments on compensation arrangements, other
mitigations, responsibilities etc.
If landowner is deceased or unknown, NDS will transfer the compensation money to
Slovak Land Fund and owners can access this after proving their ownership rights.

Garden land users
(tenants)
(i.e. gardens near
Slovnaft refinery)
Agricultural
owners

Land

Loss
of
tenancy
agreement and access
to gardening area

Entitled to reasonable notice to harvest remaining
produce and remove any moveable assets which
are tenant owned from garden area.

NDS to undertake direct engagement with any tenants still visiting the gardens.

Permanent loss of land.

Cash compensation based on market valuation of
land and other immovable assets + 20% of
valuation. Land valued as ‘Construction Land’.

20% incentive applied if negotiated amicable agreement achieved.

Loss of immovable
assets/structures on
the
land
(e.g.
fences/barns/livestock
sheds etc.).

If landowner is deceased or unknown, NDS will transfer the compensation money to
the Slovak Land Fund and owners can access this after proving their ownership rights.

Permanent loss of
income (from rent etc.)

Other Land Owners
(limited areas which
would be privartely
owned – e.g. natural
areas, forestry, etc.)

Loss of land

Agricultural tenants /
Land users

Loss of crops and other
land based assets
owned by tenants (e.g.
vines, trees etc.).

NDS prepare a valuation report and based on this conduct the direct negotiations with
each owner and prepare a Purchase Agreement. If no agreement is reached, then NDS
can start the expropriation procedure. In this case, the owner will lose the 20% extra
incentive on their valuation.

Loss of land resources
(e.g. vines, orchards,
etc.)
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Cash compensation for all losses based on expert
opinion - e.g. crops

NDS (prior to construction) & Concessionaire (prior to the start of construction) to
undertake engagement with all agricultural tenants and land users in the project area
in order to avoid crop losses where possible.
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Category of Project
Affected
Persons
(PAP)

Type of Loss/Impact

Entitlements

Notes: including assumptions, comments on compensation arrangements, other
mitigations, responsibilities etc.

Businesses

Loss
of
business
structures
(e.g.
workshops,
hotel,
shops or similar etc.)
and immovable assets

Cash compensation based on valuation report and
direct negotiation + 20 % of valuation. Land is
valued as ‘Construction Land’.

20% incentive applied if negotiated amicable agreement achieved

Assistance with movable assets, if needed

20% incentive applied if negotiated amicable agreement achieved.

Cash compensation for assets that are not
movable + 20% of expert valuation

NDS prepare a valuation report and based on this conduct the direct negotiations with
each owner and prepare a Purchase Agreement. If no agreement is reached, then NDS
can start the expropriation procedure. In this case, the owner will lose the 20%
incentive.

NDS prepare a valuation report and based on this conduct the direct negotiations with
each business and prepare a Purchase Agreement. If no agreement is reached, then
NDS can start the expropriation procedure. In this case, the owner will lose the 20%
incentive.

Loss of land resources
(e.g. vines, orchards,
etc.)
Owners of structures
(not resident)

Loss
of
improvements
assets

land
and

If landowner is deceased or unknown, NDS will transfer the compensation money to
Slovak Land Fund and owners can access them after proving their ownership rights.
Owners
of
Compensation Land
for offsetting

Permanent loss of land.
Loss of immovable
assets/structures on
the
land
(e.g.
fences/barns/livestock
sheds etc.)
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Cash compensation based on market valuation of
land + 20% of valuation. Land valued as
‘Agricultural Land’.

20% incentive applied if negotiated amicable agreement achieved.
NDS prepare a valuation report and based on this conduct the direct negotiations with
each owner and prepare a Purchase Agreement. If no agreement is reached, then NDS
can start the expropriation procedure. In this case, the owner will lose the 20% extra
on their valuation.
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Category of Project
Affected
Persons
(PAP)

Type of Loss/Impact

Entitlements

Notes: including assumptions, comments on compensation arrangements, other
mitigations, responsibilities etc.

Houseboats
owners/tenants

Temporary loss of
mooring place – for
approximately
20
houseboats

Assistance with finding a new temporary or
permanent mooring place

Water Authorities (SVP) should provide support to MoT/NDS by offering replacement
mooring and undertaking communication with houseboats owners.

Garden land owners

Temporary loss of land

Cash compensation for temporary loss of land
from temporary occupation

Temporary agreements (i.e. lease/rental contracts for temporary occupation) for land
identified in Zoning & Building Permit are prepared by NDS. The valuation
methodology for temporary land take is done in line with Law 492/2004 (according
to a standard formulae.

During Construction16:

Additional land that is to be temporarily used during construction will fall under the
Concessionaire’s responsibility. The Concessionaire will have to obtain additional land
for temporary occupation by negotiated agreement.
Agricultural
owners

Land

Other Land Owners
(limited areas which
would be privately
owned – e.g. natural
areas, forestry, etc.)

Temporary loss of land
(as identified in Zoning
& Building Permit and
agreement sort by
NDS)
Potential for additional
permanent
and/or
temporary loss of land
by the Concessionaire
for the Works or due to
detailed
design
changes

For Additional Permanent Land Take: Cash
compensation based on market valuation of land
and other immovable assets + 20% of valuation.
Land valued as ‘Construction Land’.

20% incentive applied if negotiated amicable agreement achieved.
NDS prepare a valuation report and based on this conduct the direct negotiations with
each owner and prepare a Purchase Agreement. If no agreement is reached, then NDS
can start the expropriation procedure. In this case, the owner will lose the 20% extra
incentive on their valuation.
If landowner is deceased or unknown, NDS will transfer the compensation money to
Slovak Land Fund and owners can access this after proving their ownership rights.

For Temporary Land Occupation:
Cash compensation for loss of land from
temporary occupation

Temporary agreements (i.e. lease/rental contracts for temporary occupation) for land
identified in Zoning & Building Permit are prepared by NDS. The valuation
methodology for temporary land take is done in line with Law 492/2004 (according
to a standard formulae.

If design change results in permanent land which affect structures then the Concessionaire will be required to undertake socio-economic surveys for NDS to inform the compensation and
resettlement assistance to ensure the provisions of the LARF are met. The relevant entitlements related to the loss of structures contained within the LARF Entitlements Matrix shall apply to
any structures affected by additional permanent land take.
16
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Category of Project
Affected
Persons
(PAP)

Type of Loss/Impact

Damage to land-based
resources

Agricultural tenants /
Land users

Businesses

Entitlements

Notes: including assumptions, comments on compensation arrangements, other
mitigations, responsibilities etc.

Cash compensation for all crops losses/damages
based on expert opinion report

Loss of crops and other
land based assets
owned by tenants (e.g.
vines, trees etc).

Damage to crops and other land based assets
owned by tenants (e.g. vines, trees etc.)

Loss of business e.g.
from
temporary
disruption in access
during
construction
(e.g. for businesses in
Section 3 R7 (next to
mini-hotel)

Alternative access to be maintained in case the
main access to a business is obstructed

Additional land that is to be temporarily used during construction will fall under the
Concessionaire’s responsibility. The Concessionaire will have to obtain additional land
for temporary occupation by agreement.
The Concessionaire to undertake proper engagement with all agricultural tenants and
land users in the project and surrounding areas in order to avoid any crop losses.
Concessionaire to carefully monitor all the areas in order to avoid any complaints
from agricultural tenants or land users.
Construction Traffic Management Plan & Health and Safety Management Plan to be
prepared by the Concessionaire and relevant aspects disclosed to affected businesses
and residents.
Impacts on cycle routes during the construction period will be minimised and
alternative cycling routes and/or provisions will be identified by the Concessionaire
and timely information will be offered to users of the cycle tracks and businesses
dependent on its use.

.

Potential loss of clients
for food and drink
businesses
located
along cycle path along
the Danube River Flood
Dam
Tourists
&
Recreational users
(e.g. along Danube
River; users of cycle
tracks affected by the
Works)

Loss of possibility of
using the cycle paths
during construction – A
number of the cycle
paths will be crossed by
the road Project and
disturbed
on
a
temporary basis.
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Alternative cycling routes and/or provisions will
be identified by the Concessionaire and timely
information will be offered to users of the cycle
tracks.

Impacts on cycle routes during construction period will be minimised and alternative
cycling routes and/or provisions will be identified by the Concessionaire and timely
information will be offered to users of the cycle tracks.
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Category of Project
Affected
Persons
(PAP)

Type of Loss/Impact

Entitlements

Notes: including assumptions, comments on compensation arrangements, other
mitigations, responsibilities etc.

Reduction in land value
due to restrictions
being placed on land
which runs along the
Project road right of
way by MoT.

Cash compensation for reduction in land value, if
occurring based on expert opinion

NDS to review claims of reductions in land values.

Ensure access roads that are in line with business
operation

Noise protection measures will be reviewed and provided where identified from noise
study – See Section 8 actions.

During Operation
Land
owners
(including
agricultural
land
owners, garden land
owners, etc.)

Regarding orphan land (a part of a plot of land that is to be left over after
expropriation) which is uneconomically viable for agricultural use, this is considered
to be a low risk issue for the Project due to the agricultural field size in the affected
area.

For
Agricultural
owners: Orphan land
(a part of a plot of land
that is to be left over
after
expropriation)
which
is
uneconomically viable
for agricultural use
Businesses

Reduced access if
access
roads
not
sufficient
and
increased disturbance
(e.g. from noise) for
businesses in Section 3
R7
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8.
8.1

LARF Implementation & Commitments
Roles of Responsibilities for the LARF

Roles and responsibilities in relation to the LARF are summarised below:


The NDS (Legal Department) is the lead organisational unit for the development, update and
implementation of the LARF. Following receipt of the Building Permit and confirmation of details
of affected owners, plots and structures requiring to be demolished NDS will update this LARF
(and specifically Section 3 and review the Entitlements Matrix).



The MoT as the ‘Developer/Investor’ is ultimately responsible for approving the LARF and having
oversight of the provisions implemented on their behalf by NDS.



The Concessionaire has responsibilities for implementation of provisions within the LARF just
immediately before construction commences and during construction and operation. During
construction and operation the Concessionaire will be responsible at the request of NDS or the
Project Implementation Unit (PIU) to undertake social surveys if additional permanent land take
required by the Concessionaire’s detailed design results in additional structures being affected.



The Project Implementation Unit (PIU) will be responsible for the monitoring of the
implementation of the LARF provisions by the Concessionaire and may identify the need to update
the LARF and/or for the Concessionaire to prepare detailed targeted Resettlement Action Plan(s)
(RAPs) if situations arise which trigger this.



The Water Authority (Slovensky Vodohospodarsky Podnik, S.P. (SVP)) will provide support to
MoT/NDS by offering replacement moorings and undertaking communication with houseboat
owners.

8.2

Overview of LARF Commitments

Given the stage of the land acquisition and resettlement process and the findings of the Social Survey
the need for a RAP to be prepared by NDS has not been identified at this stage. The LARF contains
land acquisition and resettlement provisions, commitments and actions for NDS/MoT and the
Concessionaire. It also presents specific scenarios whereby due to the additional temporary land
occupation and permanent land acquisition required by the Concessionaire for the Works or due to
detailed design changes the need for a targeted RAP may be triggered. If these circumstances arise
the NDS will be responsible for the preparation of a RAP and reaching agreement and approval of the
PIU & MoT and the Concessionaire will be responsible for undertaking required social surveys to
support the preparation of a targeted RAP.
The findings and recommendations of the SS have been used to identify the commitments and actions
required during the remaining land acquisition and resettlement process in order to address
sufficiently the physical and economic displacement impacts of the Project and meet the provisions
of EBRD PR5. These commitments and actions, along with other relevant ones, are presented within
the LARF Action Plan contained in Annex 1. These measures are complementing the actions
established in ESAP and SEP and their implementation will fall under the responsibility of NDS, MoT
and the Concessionaire as indicated.
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Vulnerable people or entities/business are not considered to be generally present in the PAPs, but
there may be specific exceptions which it was not possible to identify within the timeframe and scope
of the SS. There are a few provisions/actions within the LARF Action Plan below to ensure the specific
signs of vulnerability can be captured as part of the future land acquisition and resettlement process,
in addition to proposing actions for targeted socio-economic surveys by the Concessionaire to
implement if they require additional land which may result in resettlement of owners or tenants.

9.
9.1

Public Consultation & Disclosure
Previous Public Consultation – Land Acquisition & Resettlement Related

The Project engagement activities started in 2008. Since then, representatives of MoT and NDS have
been engaging with different groups of stakeholders in order to ensure that the Project is in line with
the legal requirements related to public consultation and disclosure.
Consultations with the public and disclosure of information have been undertaken throughout the
Project’s process of Environment Impact Assessment (EIA), Zoning Permitting and the ongoing land
acquisition process. Relevant Project documentation in Slovak and English languages including the
EIAs and stakeholder feedback have been disclosed and can be found on the Project website
(http://www.obchvatbratislavy.sk/en/ ).
NDS are responsible for the land acquisition and resettlement process and are responsible for
engaging with all PAPs in relation to this process.
In March and June 2015, NDS has organised road shows on land acquisition and resettlement with
Project Affected communities. During the roadshows they visited the affected communities located
on the D4/R7 route in order to disclose information related to land acquisition process. NDS during
these sessions presented videos and animations of the D4/R7 Project. There were maps/figures
available during these sessions to enable individual owners to view the land acquisition proposals and
the effects on their properties. Representatives of NDS also answered public questions and provided
information related to land acquisition process and steps that need to be taken by each land
owner/user during the process.
The second road show in June 2015 provided additional information to land owners, related to
compensation method and details related to how people can receive their compensation, timing and
legal documents that have to be provided.
NDS has prepared a leaflet (in Slovak and English language) with Frequently Asked Questions related
to land acquisition process –contained in Annex 1.
NDS has been engaging with land owners and residents of affected structures and affected businesses
in the corridor. Direct meetings have been initiated given 70 % of the land has been already acquired
via negotiation.
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MoT
has
also
created
a
dedicated
webpage
for
the
Project:
http://www.obchvatbratislavy.sk/en/oznamy. The website is designed in Slovak and English language.
All-important document produced during the project lifetime are disclosed on the website.
Relevant contact details for NDS and MoT have been disclosed on information provided on land
acquisition previously and the website. The contact addresses and details for NDS, MoT and the
Concessionaire are provided in Section 12 of this LARF.
9.2

Required Public Consultation & LARF Disclosure

Special requirements for disclosure of information related to the land acquisition process are included
in the following Slovak legal acts:
•

The Slovak Civil Code (No. 40/1964 Coll.), Building Act (No. 50/1976 Coll.), and Law No. 669/2007
Coll. on Extraordinary measures in the course of preparation of certain highways and expressways
construction and Law on Administrative Procedures (No. 71/1967) regulate public consultations
associated with the land acquisition process. Affected owners have the right to (i) access full
documentation for review at the relevant project authority; (ii) raise objections; (iii) appeal.

•

As part of the Zoning Permit (DUR) and Building Permit (DSP) processes, public objections are
either accepted and dealt with via the permit or rejected. If objections are accepted they become
binding for the investor or alternatively the reasons why they are not accepted must be given.
Both the Zoning and Building Permits are published and made publicly available. Where projects
make a major impact in a region, a Zoning Plan is adopted and approved by municipal authorities.
A Zoning Plan provides for a consultation process, including the announcement and undertaking
of public consultations, a period for public comments (minimum 15 days) and public disclosure
of the results.

•

Law No. 211/2000 Coll. of Laws Freedom of information and amending certain laws (Freedom of
Information Act) governs conditions, process and scope of freedom of information.

For the D4/R7 Project, the LARF will be publicly disclosed. Also, the Project has developed a SEP where
special provisions for engagement and public disclosure have been set out.
All the entitlements measures that have been included in the LARF are to be implemented
predominantly by NDS/MoT and the Concessionaire. There are some special cases where NDS (or
MoT) will cooperate with Water Authority (SVP) and local municipalities in order to assure an effective
engagement with PAPs. Special engagement actions have been also set out in the LARF Action Plan.
The table below presents the overall engagement plan for the LARF related activities, as well as
indicating the respective responsibilities.
9.3

LARF Related Engagement

There is a Project wide Stakeholder Engagement Plan (SEP) disclosed on the Project website. Below
are the specific LARF engagement actions:
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Table 10 LARF Related Engagement Plan
PAPs

Information to be Disclosed

Engagement
Method

Time/ Frequency

Responsibility

Resident Owners of
Assets
(including
residential
structures/weekend
houses)

Information about valuation
methodology
and
compensations options

Direct meeting and
official letters

Prior to construction
based
on
land
acquisition timetable

NDS with the support
of local authorities

Formal & Informal
Tenants
of
structures used for
residential purposes
in
garden
areas/land to be
acquired

Site Visits
Information about time of
freeing up the properties

2 months prior to
demolition

Information about eviction
deadline (if this risk occurs –
unlikely)

1 week prior
demolition

to

Note: if additional
permananent
land
take is identified by
Concessionare due to
design change which
affects
structures
Concessionaire
will
support NDS with
required engagement

Information about assistance
with moving , if the case
Houseboats
owners/ tenants

Information about project
timetable and grievance
mechanism

Direct meetings and
official letters

Information about alternative
mooring site

6 months prior to
construction

Water
Authority
(SVP) with support of
NDS/MoT

During construction

Concessionaire
in
liaison with the Water
Authority (SVP)

After construction is
completed

Information about date of
moving to new mooring site

Information about return
date to previous mooring site
(if applicable)
Land
owners
(including
agricultural
land
owners, garden land
owners,
land
owners
in
the
offsetting areas)

Information about valuation
methodology
and
compensations options

Information about project
timetable and grievance
mechanism

Official letters

Prior to construction

NDS with the support
of local authorities

Public debate (for
land owners in
offsetting areas)

During construction –
if additional land take
required

NDS if permanent
land
take
Concessionaire
if
temporary land take

Prior to construction

NDS

Direct meetings
Official letters
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PAPs

Information to be Disclosed

Owners
structures
residents)

of
(not

Information about valuation
methodology
and
compensations options

Engagement
Method

Time/ Frequency

Responsibility

During construction

NDS and

Direct meetings

if additional land take
required which results
in affect of structures

Concessionaire
support NDS
these actions

Official letters and
information
notes/emails/phone
calls

Prior to construction

NDS

During construction

Concessionaire

Prior to construction
(identifying
alternative routes)

Concessionaire

Ongoing

Concessionaire

Information about assistance
with moving , if the case
Businesses,
including
Agricultural
companies

Information on project timing

Information about valuation
methodology
and
compensations on incurred
losses during construction

Direct meetings

During Construction: Top Soil
Management
Plan
&
rehabilitation
plans
for
temporary occupied land –
Agricultural companies
Tourists (Bikers)

10.

Restrictions and alternative
routes

Announcements
published on local
media and internet.
Information boards
located near the
biking paths

Grievance Mechanism

According to Slovak legal requirements, all grievances have to be registered and responses have to be
issued within a certain limit of time. Law No. 211/2000 Freedom of information sets out certain legal
provisions for dealing with grievances in cases of project investments. Although the expropriation
process under the Slovak legislation does not include a formal grievance mechanism, the expropriating
authority can be contacted anytime during the process. Formal appeal mechanisms and appeal to
court procedures are also applicable.
10.1 MoT/NDS Grievance Mechanism
The grievance mechanism that is currently established by NDS in the context of land acquisition
process was set in place from early stages of the process so that all interested parties are able to
address timely specific concerns about land acquisition, compensation and relocation. Land
acquisition related complaints can be addressed directly to MoT or NDS. MoT, as any other authority
in Slovak Republic has a grievance system in place that is fully in line with the legal requirements. Any
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complaint related to land acquisition process received by MoT in relation to D4/R7 project is sent to
NDS for review and action.
NDS is the responsible authority for dealing with all grievances related to land acquisitions in relation
to the Project prior to construction and as identified within the Zoning and Building Permits (when
issued). NDS will maintain a register of land related grievances they action. A grievance can be
addressed to NDS or MoT via phone, email, or directly via their webpage (see Contact Details in Section
12). Processing the grievances can take up to 20 to 30 days, but generally is dealt with in a shorter
timeframe. The figure below presents the general process of grievance mechanism.
Figure 3 Overview of Grievance Mechanism (MoT/NDS)
Grievance received
(in verbal or written format)
Assign relevant person/Party to
action

Record the date in the
Grievance Register

Acknowledge complaint
within 7 days
YES

No
Immediate action
enough to satisfy
complaint
Identify any long-term
corrective action required

Record the date in the
Register
Inform complainant of the
proposed corrective action or
clarify why action is not
required within 20 days

Inform complainant of
corrective action

Implement the corrective
action and carry out the
follow-up of the corrective
action & monitoring

Record the date. Close
the case.

If the respondent is not satisfied with the implemented solutions by the MoT/NDS to address the
raised comment or grievance, he/she may seek for other legal remedies in accordance with the legal
framework of Slovakia.
10.2 Concessionaire Grievance Procedure
The Concessionaire will have to adopt a grievance mechanism as well, which will deal with land related
grievances during construction and operation. Where they come into Concessionaire directly they will
be discussed with MoT to confirm if they should be addressed by the Concessionaire, MoT or directed
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to NDS for action. The D4/R7 Project Stakeholder Engagement Plan includes a brief description of the
grievance mechanism that needs to be adopted by the Concessionaire.
Prior to construction the public will be informed, through the Project and MoT website, about the
Concessionaire's contact information and avenues to log a grievance.
The Concessionaire will collect the following information to document grievances and responses:


Name of individual or organisation;



Date and nature of complaint;



Follow-up action taken;



Final decision on the complaint;



How and when the relevant project decision was communicated to the complainant; and



Management action taken to avoid recurrence of community concerns in the future.

All grievances will be recorded in a register, assigned a number, and acknowledged within seven (7)
calendar days.
The Concessionaire will make all reasonable efforts to address the complaint upon the
acknowledgement of the grievance. If the Concessionaire is not able to address the issues raised by
immediate corrective action, a longer-term corrective action will be identified. The complainant will
be informed about the proposed corrective action and follow-up of corrective action within 30
calendar days upon the acknowledgement of the grievance.
If the Concessionaire is not able to address the particular concern raised or if action is not required,
the company will provide a detailed explanation/ justification on why the issue has not been
addressed. The response will also contain an explanation on how the person/organisation which
raised the complaint can proceed with the grievance in case the outcome is not satisfactory.
If the respondent has not yet been satisfied with the implemented solutions by the Concessionaire to
address the raised comment or grievance, he/she may seek for other legal remedies in accordance
with the legal framework of Slovakia.
Grievances need to be sent to the addresses provided in the contact information presented in Section
12.
A Grievance Form which can be used to submit (and log) grievances is contained in Annex 2.

11.

LARF Monitoring, Timetable & Budget

11.1 Monitoring
The NDS is the lead organisational unit for the development and implementation and update of the
LARF
A monitoring system shall be established consisting of:
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Quarterly & Bi-annually (for certain indicators) progress monitoring by NDS of implementation of
LARF provisions, including the LARF Action Plan. MoT will have an oversight role over this
monitoring process. NDS will disclose an annual report on their website as part of their legal
responsibility to give affected owners the rights to access full documentation.



Periodic measurement of monitoring indicators for actions attributed to the Concessionaire under
the current LARF will be undertaken by Concessionaire. There will also be independent monitoring
of the LARF implementation by the PIU with an oversight role by MoT (and NDS).



Annual report by Concessionaire to the EBRD on implementation of their LARF responsibilities.

The table below provides an indicative list of indicators which will be used for monitoring.
Table 11 LARF Monitoring Indicators
Indicator

Source of information

Frequency
Measurement

of

Monitoring
Responsibility

Number of consultation meetings,
direct meetings, focus groups with
PAPs including land owners,
residents,
tenants,
houseboat
owners, agricultural land owners and
tenants, etc.

Minutes of the meetings

Biannually

Number
of
tenants/residents
occupying garden structures

Site visit notes

Quarterly up to land being
secured

NDS

Number of houseboats that need to
be
moved
permanently
and
temporarily during construction

Data Management System

Quarterly

NDS

Number of meetings with the Cycling
Associations and local authorities on
alternative routes

Minutes of Meetings

Input indicators
NDS
Concessionaire
(if
further
temporary
land take is needed)

Minutes of Meetings with
Water
Authority
and
Concessionaire

Concessionaire
(if
more
houseboats
need to be moved
during construction)
Biannually

NDS

Concessionaire
(if
alternative routes are
not feasible during
construction works)
Number of persons requesting
special assistance for moving from
their residence due to demolition
process
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Indicator

Source of information

Frequency
Measurement

of

Monitoring
Responsibility

Number of structures (residential
and non-residential) identified for
demolition

Data Management System
Site visit notes

Quarterly
up
to
construction and then
biannually if additional
land take results in
structures being affected

NDS

Number of agricultural companies
experiencing temporary loss of
access to land and deterioration of
soil

Minutes of meetings

Biannually

Concessionaire

Quarterly
until
all
permanent and temporary
land secured

NDS

Concessionaire
(if
additional land take
required which results
in affect of structures

Data Management System

Output Indicators
Number of amicable agreements
signed for permanent and temporary
land take prior to construction

Data Management System

Number and % of compensation
payments completed
Number of structures (residential
and non-residential) demolished,
including
those
added
after
construction have started.

Data Management System

Implementation of LARF Action Plan

All sources listed in LARF
Monitoring Indicators in
LARF

And then Biannually for
additional permanent &
temporary land

Quarterly
until
all
permanent and temporary
land secured
And then Biannually for
additional permanent &
temporary land

(with support from
Concessionaire where
related to additional
permanent
and
temporary land)

NDS – Actions they are
responsible for
Concessionaire
Actions they
responsible for

PIU & MoT review
implementation
of
LARF Actions

Number of persons provided with
assistance to move their assets

Data Management System

Biannually

NDS

Compensation amounts for different
categories of PAP

Data Management System

Biannually

NDS

Number of additional temporary land
take during construction

Data Management System

Biannually

Concessionaire

Number of alternative routes agreed
with cycling associations and
authorities

Cycling Federation websites

Annual

NDS

Number of expropriations carried for
unknown owners and those unwilling
to accept amount provided

Data Management System

Biannually

NDS

Number and type of outstanding or
unresolved grievances and trends

Grievance
records

Biannually

NDS
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11.2 Reporting
The NDS and the Concessionaire will prepare quarterly reports on the progress achieved with the
implementation of the LARF. These reports will consolidate the information on compensation and
additional measures, consultations, information on negotiations and results, provision of assistance
to vulnerable groups, grievance management, etc. NDS (or the Concessionaire where this applies) will
document all meetings and consultations with minutes and photographs, and will submit these to
EBRD, together with progress reports. The Concessionaire shall submit such reports as they are
responsible for to the PIU.
Independent social or resettlement specialists are also expected to undertake periodic supervision
and monitoring of LARF implementation by the Concessionaire as part of the PIU team and report back
to the EBRD. PIU team will provide monitoring reports on LARF implementation as part of their
standard reporting submissions for MoT and EBRD.
Completion Audits of the implementation of the LARF provisions will be undertaken by the NDS and
Concessionaire:


NDS: The initial Partial-Completion Audit will be implemented by NDS at the end of completing
the agreements for the permanent and temporary land for the Project (identified in Zoning Permit
and necessary for Building Permit). NDS will also at the end of Year 1 of Construction provide a
Completion Audit carried out by an independent party which will include checking the status and
post-relocation conditions of affected owners, residents and resident tenants who moved as a
result of the land acquisition process.



Concessionaire: The Concessionaire shall undertake a first Completion Audit one quarter after the
end of Construction & rehabilitation/return of agricultural land temporarily occupied. A final
Completion Audit for any actions remaining for the operational period and to report on the
outcomes of rehabilitation shall be done at end of Year 1 of operation by the Concessionaire.

11.3 Timetable
The timetable for the LARF will be in line with the overall project timelines. The latest timetable for
the Project can be found on the following website: www.obchvatbratislavy.sk, www.mindop.sk,
www.crz.gov.sk, www.rokovania.sk.
11.4 Budget
The costs of land acquisition and resettlement could not be calculated at the time of developing this
framework, as the final land acquisition requirements are not available as the detailed valuations of
affected properties is ongoing for the Purchase Agreements and Building Permit. The section will be
updated once the figures are final by NDS after the Building Permit(s) are approved. The information
will be publicly disclosed through the media and on request.
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12.

Contact Details

Enquiries and grievances or any other requests for information related to the land acquisition and
resettlement can be submitted to the Ministry of Transport, Construction and Regional Development
of the Slovak Republic (MoT), the NDS or to the Concessionaire through the following contact details:
Ministry of Transport, Construction and Regional Development of the Slovak Republic:
Ministerstvo dopravy, výstavby a regionálneho rozvoja Slovenskej republiky
Námestie slobody č. 6
P.O.BOX 100
810 05 Bratislava
Slovenská republika
Tel.: +421 2 5949 4111; Email: info@mindop.sk
National Highway Company:
Národná diaľničná spoločnosť (NDS)
Mlynské Nivy 45
821 09 Bratislava
Slovenská republika
Tel.: +421 2 583 11 111; Email: infod4r7@ndsas.sk
Websites: www.obchvatbratislavy.sk

www.ndsas.sk

Concessionaire contact details: LARF will be updated with details when confirmed.
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Annex 1: LARF Action Plan
Route Section(s)/
LARF Action

1.

Following receipt of the Building Permit(s) and confirmation of details of affected owners, plots and structures
requiring to be demolished NDS will update this LARF (including Section 3 and the Entitlements Matrix).

-

NDS

Within 1
Building
approval

2.

During construction and operation the Concessionaire will be responsible on request of NDS or the PIU to update
the LARF.

-

Concessionaire

On request

3.

If design change results in additional permanent land take being required which affects structures then the
Concessionaire will be required to undertake and share the results of socio-economic surveys with NDS to inform
the compensation and resettlements assistance to ensure the provisions of the LARF are met.

-

Concessionaire

On request

If additional land for design change will result in physical displacement of persons (with legal and no legal rights
for the land they occupy) the NDS will be responsible for preparing a targeted Resettlement Action Plan (RAP) in
liaison with Concessionaire who will have to prepare the necessary socio-economic surveys.

-

5.

The Project Implementation Unit (PIU) will be responsible for the monitoring of the implementation of the LARF
provisions by the Concessionaire and may identify the need to update the LARF and/or for the Concessionaire
to prepare detailed targeted Resettlement Action Plan(s) (RAPs) if situations arise which may trigger this. PIU
will be responsible for independent monitoring of the implementation of any targeted RAP.

-

PIU

As monitoring plan –
quarterly/biannually

6.

MoT will provide an oversight role for the implementation of relevant provisions within the LARF which are the
responsibility of NDS.

-

MoT

As monitoring plan –
quarterly/biannually

4.
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No

month of
Permit(s)

Socio-economic
assessment prepared to
inform any targeted RAP
which must be disclosed
prior
to
additional
acquisition
of
land
occurring.
NDS

On required
Targeted RAP (if required)
prepared
prior
to
additional acquisition of
land occurring.
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Route Section(s)/
Responsibility

Target Date by Project
Phase

-

NDS

By Dec 2015

Additional land that is to be temporarily used during construction will fall under the Concessionaire’s
responsibility. The Concessionaire will have to obtain additional land for temporary occupation by agreement. It
is assumed that the Concessionaire will not temporarily seek to occupy land where residential structures are
present.

-

Concessionaire

As necessary

9.

NDS to engage with remaining tenants of affected properties to confirm they are aware of the need to move
and have been given reasonable notice. If any assistance is required for tenants following engagement NDS
should undertake further socio-economic assessment of tenant (and confirm any vulnerability, such as the risk
of becoming homeless, no opportunity to move their assets due to incurred costs, no social services coverage
due to lack of documentation, affected tenants being elderly, disabled persons or single-headed households etc.)
and determine appropriate assistance. At this point the entitlements matrix in the LARF (or subsequent plans)
should be reviewed and amended accordingly.17

R7 Section 3 Prievoz to
Ketelec

NDS

To commence as soon as
possible after disclosure
of LARF (Oct 2015)

10.

NDS should engage specifically with the two friends living in the temporary house/structure at the gardens next
to Slovnaft refinery (this is in the Demolition report for the Zoning Permit). NDS then should after the discussion
if necessary engage with the Municipalities in the area to identify potential alternatives for the isolated case of
the two friends who intend to move their home to a similar garden.

R7 Section 3 Prievoz to
Ketelec

NDS

To commence as soon as
possible after disclosure
of LARF (Oct 2015)

11.

NDS to establish process to ensure eviction is avoided this should include visits to the properties to be
demolished at least two months and again two weeks prior demolition to confirm that no tenants are remaining
and no homeless people are using the property temporarily. If such a case arises, NDS should engage with
municipal authorities and social assistance departments to provide any services that could help the persons,
such as social housing, temporary shelter, specialised medical help, etc. and avoid any cases of forced eviction,
whenever possible – the risk of this occurring is considered to be relatively low if engagements and checks prior
to demolition are implemented.

R7 Section 3 Prievoz to
Ketelec

NDS

To commence as soon as
possible after disclosure
of LARF (Oct 2015)

No

LARF Action

7.

Upload to NDS website information leaflet for inheritance process & Frequently Asked Questions leaflet for land
acquisition.

8.

Type of Affected Land

Visits to all affected
structures/garden areas
at least 2 months and
again 2 weeks before

Note only a handful of tenants seem to be still access the site to collect remaining produce and only 1 garden was found to have tenants residing in it and their structure is contained within
the Demolition Report in the Zoning Permit. No cases of specific vulnerabilities were identified during the RSS.
17
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No

Route Section(s)/
LARF Action
Type of Affected Land

Responsibility

Target Date by Project
Phase
demolition/handover of
land to Concessionaire

12.

13.

MoT needs to continue to work with the Water Authority (SVP) to ensure houseboats vacate the affected
moorings in due time prior to construction; this should be timed ideally to avoid seasons when water levels in
this section of the Danube are low. The key measures to be implemented are: engagement with houseboat
owners that need to move their mooring; Water Authority should identify alternative moorings as soon as
possible and notify the affected houseboats of the alternative mooring locations. Once the locations have been
identified, a written agreement will need to be signed between the Water Authority and the houseboat owner
for establishing the dates for movement to the new mooring location.

D4 Section 1 Jarovce to
Ivanka Sever

MoT (in discussion with Water Authority (SVP) & relevant Municipality) to re-confirm if any legal/authorised
improvements have been made to the land where permitted houseboats are moored and provide compensation
if authorised18.

D4 Section 1 Jarovce to
Ivanka Sever

MoT/Water
Authority
(Slovensky
Vodohospodars
ky Podnik, S.P.
(SVP))

To commence as soon as
possible after disclosure
of LARF (Oct 2015)

MoT/Water
Authority (SVP)

To commence as soon as
possible after disclosure
of LARF (Oct 2015)

Alternative moorings to
be identified by end Nov
2015
–
timing
of
movements need to be
confirmed and checked
against seasonal levels of
the River

Confirmation of status of
improvements by end
Quarter 4 2015
14.

Prior to the Concessionaire taking over the area they should liaise with the Water Authority (SVP) to support
with the engagement process with houseboat owners to confirm the construction width, identify the houseboats
which need to move temporarily and permanently and encourage and advise the houseboat owners of key
project milestone dates. Ultimately measures are required to avoid forced intervention to remove houseboats
in order to clear the safety perimeter needed for the construction of the road.

D4 Section 1 Jarovce to
Ivanka Sever

Concessionaire

Advise on construction
clearance width as soon
as possible after signing
Concession Agreement

It is understood from the various authorities that all developments of the land in this area adjacent to the houseboats are illegal and therefore there is no compensation entitlement. Any
authorised improvements to the land will be evaluated and compensation based on the legal procedure conducted by authorised experts, however the only authorised improvements it is
understood would be the actual mooring connection to the land.
18
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No

Route Section(s)/
LARF Action
Type of Affected Land

Responsibility

Target Date by Project
Phase
Engagement as required
to ensure houseboats
have moved from affected
area prior to construction
of the Danube River
crossing commencing

15.

NDS to continue engagement with agricultural companies and cooperatives to update them on Project and
timing.

16.

NDS should provide introduction to Concessionaire to agricultural companies. Concessionaire should liaise with
companies regarding timing of the works this should be done to avoid damaging crops.

17.

NDS to define clear compensation mechanism and responsibilities for implementation, if during Construction
the works affect crops in adjacent land that are not included in the temporary or permanent land take during
the construction process. NDS to disclose compensation method to agricultural companies & owners.

18.

Concessionaire should establish and disclose a top soil management for the temporary use of land and engage
with agricultural companies and cooperatives and other experts to integrate their views on the process; establish
clear qualitative indicators and provide grievance mechanism to collect any issues with the restored land. Top
soil management plan to be disclosed by Concessionaire on Project website.

19.

NDS

Quarterly up to handover
of land to Concessionaire

NDS

Following signature of
Concession Agreement

NDS

By end Quarter 4 2015

Concessionaire

Top Soil Management
Plan to be disclosed prior
to Construction Activities
involving stripping of top
soil in areas of temporary
occupation

Concessionaire to review alternative routes for access to agricultural land during construction and engage with
the agricultural companies/cooperatives to avoid and/or establish if any disruptions may cause loss of business.
Traffic management plan to be prepared.

Concessionaire

Traffic Management Plan
to be disclosed prior to
Construction

20.

The Concessionaire would be responsible to firstly avoid disturbance to crops, engage with the agricultural
company and compensate for damage/loss to crops – Note: in the Purchase Agreements for land there is a
mechanism if additional land is used/affected within the same plot for the owner to be compensation.

Concessionaire

Quarterly engagement (or
as required)

21.

NDS to engage with affected owners of Compensation Land (NDS also need to confirm the final list of affected
land parcels & the number of owners) and local Municipalities to identify their concerns and views on the

NDS
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No

Route Section(s)/
LARF Action
Type of Affected Land
valuation process of their properties. Inform all affected persons & interested stakeholders of the valuation
process and compensation options for this land (i.e. on the current legal status and efforts made to find feasible
and acceptable solutions).

Responsibility
Type 3 – Compensation
Land

Target Date by Project
Phase
By end of Quarter 4 of
2015

22.

NDS to disclosure valuation process for Compensatory Land – if available this could be done initially as part of
the LARF or subsequently as an Addendum/Annex.

NDS

23.

NDS to assess if similar land of the same characteristics in the surrounding area can be acquired by those affected
with the amount provided as compensation. NDS to consider if a like-for-like compensation solution could be
offered which comprises land with development potential.

NDS

24.

NDS to engage with the Orchard to establish if any losses affecting business (e.g. of employment) and if the case,
identify specific assistance.

R7 Section 4 Ketelec to
Dunajská Lužná

NDS

25.

Concessionaire to review design and noise protection measures for the following communities: Jarovce, Rovinka,
Most pri Bratislave, Ivanka pri Dunaji, Vajnory and the garden areas between Prievoz & Ketelec.

D4 Section 1 Jarovce to
Ivanka Sever

Concessionaire

Noise barriers should be installed as required from noise studies and analysis. Engagement is required with
communities on noise protection final design. If there are no proposals for noise protection measures for these
communities careful engagement on this issue will be undertaken with the Municipalities/Administrations and
local communities.

D4 Section 2 Ivanka
Sever to Rača

Review by end of detailed
design.
Engagement
with
communities
on
finalisation of detailed
design of noise protection
measures.

R7 Section 3 Prievoz to
Ketelec
R7 Section 6 & 7 II/572
Relocation of Road

Barriers/noise protection
measures installed by
opening of Project road.

26.

Concessionaire to avoid haul routes through communities as far as possible and narrow roads that present risks
over the safety of the community members. Prepare Construction Traffic Management Plan (CTMP).

All Route Sections

Concessionaire.

During Construction

27.

Concessionaire to review measures to reduce/prevent construction disturbance (e.g. working times, dust
control, haulage routes etc.) for the communities living close to the construction working areas and road
corridor. Prepare and disclose Construction Environmental & Social Management Plan (CESMP).

All Route Sections

Concessionaire

Disclose CESMP prior to
Construction & update
CESMP as necessary
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Route Section(s)/
No

LARF Action

28.

Concessionaire prior to construction commencing should engage with the cycling federation/groups and any
existing association to discuss impact on cycle routes along this Section during construction (i.e. on - duration of
closure, disturbance, availability of alternatives, etc.) and support information campaign online and offline for
provision of alternatives during construction period – it is assumed when scheme complete the cycle path(s) will
be fully reinstated or crossing provision made within the design.

Type of Affected Land
D4 Section 1 Jarovce to
Ivanka Sever

Responsibility

Target Date by Project
Phase

Concessionaire

Prior to Construction and
engage bi-annually (or as
Works affecting cycle
paths dictate)

D4 Section 2 Ivanka
Sever to Rača
R7 Section 4 Ketelec to
Dunajská Lužná

29.

Concessionaire should engage with the two businesses located on the cycling route in Jarovce (i.e. north and
south of the Danube crossing by the D4) to inform them of the timing and duration of construction and explore
the possibility to provide their services to construction workers for the duration of the construction in the area.

D4 Section 1 Jarovce to
Ivanka Sever

30.

Grievance mechanism (GM) to be established and implemented by NDS/MoT to deal with land related
complaints.

-

MoT/NDS

GM already established
updated
for
LARF
provisions by end Quarter
4 2015

31.

Grievance mechanism to be established and implemented by Concessionaire to deal with land related
complaints.

-

Concessionaire

By start of Construction
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Annex 2: Gap Analysis – Slovak Law ‘v’ EBRD Requirements
Summary of Key Gaps:

Commentary on Gap (and whether it presents an issue for this Project) and Summary of Proposed Measure(s) to
Address Gaps:

Identification
of
Social
Impacts
&
Socio-Economic
Surveys/Censuses: Completion of a socio-economic survey and
census specifically associated with land expropriation is not explicitly
required under the Slovak legislation.

A Social Survey (SS) has been undertaken in August 2015 to inform the preparation of the LARF to assist in filling this
gap. Measures are also proposed in the LARF of future circumstances which may trigger the need for NDS/MoT or the
Concessionaire to undertake additional socio-economic surveys.

Inventory of Affected Land & Property: There is no specific
requirement for the preparation of a land and property inventory.

The valuation reports prepared by authorised experts, which is the basis to the compensation offered in the Draft
Purchase Agreement, act as a detailed land and asset inventory. These are considered sufficient to address this gap.

Cut-Off Date: A cut-off-date is not explicitly referred to under Slovak
legislation.

Whilst a cut-off-date is not explicitly referred to under Slovak legislation, generally the date of validity of the Zoning
Permit is used. The cut-off date for the Project has been established as the date of validity of the Zoning Permits (see
Section 5) and this is disclosed on the Project website. This is considered sufficient to address this gap.

Resettlement Options: Under the Slovak Law owners have a choice
of resettlement options i.e.: Cash compensation for land &
structures; Cash compensation for land-based assets (such as
agricultural crops); and/or provision of like-for-like land or structures
etc. For expropriation for the transport sector an additional 20% is
provided for cash compensation.

Whilst the legal framework in the Slovak Republic does allow for like-for-like compensation as a resettlement option
NDS cannot under their constitution purchase land for resettlement and are therefore not able to offer like-for-like
compensation generally. Therefore cash compensation has been offered to those who are entitled under the Slovak
legal framework. However, given they are able under the law if they reach a negotiated settlement to offer the incentive
of an additional 20% this is considered to assist with addressing this issue. This is considered sufficient to address this
gap.

Compensation Rates & Entitlements: Only affected owners with
formal legal rights and claims are eligible under the legal framework
for compensation. Under the general Expropriation Law
compensation is based on market value and cash compensation
under this process may not necessary represent full replacement cost
as all transaction costs are not necessarily covered.

(See entry below also on Informal Occupants & Land Users)
The valuation of all properties is performed under a clear legal procedure conducted by authorised experts. The NDS
applies the market value evaluation, but there are some differences between buildings that are registered legally
(permitted) against those that are not permitted, due to the greater cost of having a building permitted and the building
standards required to achieve a permit.
As the compensation framework is different for motorway and expressway projects that are covered by sector-specific
legislation where the value of compensation offered is 20% above the market value that would be offered under general
national legislation. Therefore assuming NDS continue to prioritise reaching amicable settlements with this additional
20% incentive applied this would be seen as representing full replacement costs. In addition land affected by the Project
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Summary of Key Gaps:

Commentary on Gap (and whether it presents an issue for this Project) and Summary of Proposed Measure(s) to
Address Gaps:
road19 is being valued as ‘Construction Land’ (referred to also as ‘building ground’) and has a higher value than
Agricultural Land, therefore compensation packages for loss of agricultural land can be seen as probably above full
replacement cost. Given the status of the acquisition of 70% amicable settlements being achieved to-date this would
indicate that the compensation packages are sufficient.
Furthermore, cash compensation for lost assets is considered to be appropriate in this instance under the provisions of
EBRD PR5 as: livelihoods are not land-based; for the agricultural land take the land taken for the Project is a small
fraction of the affected asset and the residual land is economically viable 20; and) active markets for land, housing and
labour exist in the Project area and there is sufficient supply of land and housing.

Resettlement Assistance: Resettlement assistance is limited to the
transport of household goods under general national legislation.

For the Project additional assistance is provided for relocation, such as covering expenses of moving household items to
a new location. There are also suggested measures contained within the LARF to provide entitlements to additional
assistance for formal & informal tenants (i.e. in the R7 Section 3).

Informal Occupants & Land Users:

There were no cases of informal settlements, informal use of lands or informal businesses within the affected area
identified during the SS except for a few tenants who are ‘informally’ renting garden areas/properties from the owners,
some of which are family members.

The legal framework provides compensation to those who have
formal legal rights over land or structures. Informal land rights are
not generally recognised. The law allows a municipality to order the
demolition of houses that were built without a building permit which
can result in forced eviction orders being issued by a municipality.

19

Related measures are proposed in LARF to assist addressing this gap which include:
-

Provide entitlement for assistance to formal and informal tenants for identification of alternative properties to rent
or (if vulnerabilities identified) access to social housing or/and access to social services (see Entitlements Matrix).

-

Commitments and actions included in Section 8, such as: engagement with owners & tenants to ensure they have
due notice to move; actions required if tenant requires assistance to move; process of visits prior to demolition in
order to avoid evictions being necessary.

This provision does not apply to Compensation Land – see section 5.2

20

Regarding orphan land (a part of a plot of land that is to be left over after expropriation) which is uneconomically viable for agricultural use, this is considered to be a low risk issue for the
Project due to the agricultural field size in the affected area. Pursuant to valid legal regulation NDS may purchase and own the land only in the necessary amount, which is determined by
geometrical plans for permanent occupation under the body of the future highway/expressway and which is exempted from the agricultural land fund. Even though the construction is not yet
finished, the purchase price is calculated according to an expert opinion as remuneration for Construction Land (or referred to as building ground) and not as remuneration for Agricultural Land,
which is much more preferable for the owner of the plot.
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Summary of Key Gaps:

Commentary on Gap (and whether it presents an issue for this Project) and Summary of Proposed Measure(s) to
Address Gaps:

Legalisation of Land & Structures: There is a legal process to allow
legalisation of land claims and authorisation of informal dwellings (if
they meet certain standards and requirements).

Unknown owners & deceased owners are passed to the Slovak Land Fund (see above under Section 4.1). The process for
inheritance claims has been explained by NDS in an information leaflet to affected persons. This enables the person
with an inheritance claim to obtain their inheritance property papers and for them make a claim for compensation to
NDS. The cost of the inheritance process can be refunded from the compensation amount.
Affected persons who have dwellings not permitted can go through a legalisation process, however NDS recognise this
is time and resource consuming. The valuation of all properties is performed under a clear legal procedure conducted
by authorised experts. The NDS applies the market value evaluation, but there are some differences between buildings
that are registered legally (permitted) against those that are not permitted, due to the greater cost of having a building
permitted and the building standards required to achieve a permit. However, all structures and assets/improvements to
land are considered in the valuation reports.

Needs of Vulnerable Groups: Slovak legislation does not recognise
that vulnerable groups may need additional assistance during
resettlement planning. Slovak legislation does not require the
completion of a socio-economic survey for land expropriation which
could have otherwise, identified vulnerable groups.

A SS was undertaken during August 2015 to assist in the identification of any vulnerable person or groups who may be
disproportionately affected by the Project (see Section 2 above). Vulnerable people or entities/business are not
considered to be generally present in the PAPs, but there may be specific exceptions which it was not possible to identify
within the timeframe and scope of the SS. There are a few provisions/actions within the LARF (see Section 8) to ensure
the specific signs of vulnerability can be captured as part of the future land acquisition and resettlement process, in
addition to proposing actions for targeted socio-economic surveys by the Concessionaire to implement if they require
additional land which may result in resettlement of owners or tenants.

Legal Assistance Affected Persons: Free legal assistance is provided
to persons who receive Material Needs Allowance.

It is understood people making a claim for inheritance can have the cost of the process deducted from the final
compensation package they receive if their claim if successful. The cost of obtaining an independent valuation report is
typically EURO 150-300 and is considered to not be prohibitive for those affected persons who are not eligible for the
Material Needs Allowance. (The Materials Needs Allowance represents a social safety net for individuals and families
who are unable to meet their basic material needs on their own. This welfare benefit is administered by the Ministry of
Labour, Social Affairs and Family.)

Livelihood Restoration: Slovak legislation provides compensation
only for loss of land-based assets in the form of agricultural crops,
vineyards, orchards etc. No other form of livelihood support is
provided under national legislation.

No cases of significant impacts were identified on land-based livelihoods during the Social Survey. Compensations for
land-based assets, such as vineyards, orchards, etc. are provided for within the entitlements matrix and valuation
reports.

Consultation (including Notice of Eviction): Engagement during
expropriation is only required under the legal framework with

NDS are undertaking public disclosure of information and direct engagement with legal affected owners (see Section 9).
NDS have also encouraged owners to inform tenants and give them sufficient notice in order to avoid evictions. Under
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Summary of Key Gaps:

Commentary on Gap (and whether it presents an issue for this Project) and Summary of Proposed Measure(s) to
Address Gaps:

affected persons with formal legal rights. There are no clear
consultation requirements under the legal framework prior to serving
informal dwellings with eviction notices and demolition orders. There
are formal public consultations during the EIA process connected to
certain projects which provide an opportunity for people to provide
their views and opinions on issues that may affect them.

Section 8 of the LARF NDS commits to undertake engagement direct with tenants directly, to identify any issues which
require action/assistance to be provided and to reduce the risk of evictions being required. (There are only a handful of
tenants with whom engagement is required and these were only identified in R7 Section 3 during the SS.)

RAPs/LRPs: There is no provision under the Slovak legal framework
or in practice for the preparation of Resettlement and/or Livelihood
Restoration Frameworks or Plans (RAPs/LRPs).

This LARF has been prepared and disclosed to address this gap.

Grievance Mechanisms: There is no provision in Slovak legislation for
the provision of a grievance mechanism during an expropriation
process.

A grievance mechanism prior to construction for land acquisition and resettlement related grievance to be addressed by
NDS and/or MoT has been established and is summarised in Section 10 of this LARF.

Monitoring: There are no requirements for monitoring the
resettlement and livelihoods restoration process for displaced people
under Slovak legislation. In practice monitoring is undertaken during
the
expropriation
process
(prior
to
payment
of
compensation/displacement) to check the potential for delays to
occur in obtaining access to land. No monitoring is conducted after
compensation payments have been made though in practice.

Monitoring provisions are presented in Section 11 of the LARF with roles and responsibilities of the following parties
outlined: NDS, MoT, Concessionaire & Project Implementation Unit (PIU).

J102 D4 Highway /R7 Expressway SS LARF

Stakeholder Engagement Plan for the Project which sets out consultation commitments and actions for the
Concessionaire during construction and operation. Further specific land acquisition related engagement actions are
summarised in Section 9.

Given the stage of the land acquisition and resettlement process and the findings of the Social Survey the need for a RAP
to be prepared by NDS has not been identified at this stage. The LARF contains land acquisition and resettlement
commitments and actions for NDS/MoT and the Concessionaire. It also presents specific scenarios whereby due to the
additional temporary and permanent land required by the Concessionaire for the Works or due to detailed design
changes the need for a targeted RAP may be triggered (see Section 8). If these circumstances arise NDS will be
responsible for the preparation of a RAP and reaching agreement and approval of the PIU& MoT. The Concessionaire
will be responsible for undertaking the necessary social surveys for the RAP.

A grievance mechanism during construction and operation for land acquisition and resettlement related grievances to
be addressed by NDS and/or MoT and the Concessionaire will be implemented and is summarised in Section 10 of this
LARF.
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Annex 3: Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)
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Annex 4: Grievance Form
D4 Highway R7 Expressway Project: Grievance Form
Reference No:
Full Name *
Contact Information *
Please mark how you wish
to be contacted (mail,
telephone, e-mail).

By Post: Please provide mailing address:
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
By Telephone:
_______________________________________________
By E-mail
_______________________________________________

Confidential Yes / No
Grievance lodged (please underline as appropriate): in person, by phone, at community
meeting, by mail, by email, other (please describe) …………………
Description of Inquiry, Incident or Grievance:

What happened? Where did it
happen? Who did it happen to? What
is the result of the problem?

Date of Inquiry/Incident/Grievance
One time incident/grievance (date _______________)
Happened more than once (how many times? _____)
On-going (currently experiencing problem)
What would you like to see happen to resolve the problem?

Signature:

_______________

Date: ________________

Please return this form to:
We will register your complaint and respond to you within 30 days, the latest.
* Optional – if a grievance is recorded as anonymous, no reply will be provided
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